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Govt shuns Assembly session  
amid reports of resignation

Cabinet boycott comes after 38 MPs back premier’s grilling
By B Izzak 
 
KUWAIT: The government yesterday 
boycotted a National Assembly ses-
sion, apparently in protest over an 
opposition-led grilling of the prime 
minister, prompting the cancellation of 
the session amid reports that the 
Cabinet has resigned. MPs, local 
media and online news bulletins 
reported HH the Prime Minister Sheikh 
Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah 
tendered the resignation of his 
Cabinet formed just three weeks ago, 
and it was reported that HH the Amir 
accepted the resignation. 

Later in the day, HH the Amir 
Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah held talks with HH the Crown 
Prince Sheikh Mishal Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah, the prime minister and 
Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-
Ghanem. No details were published 
about the meetings. An announcement 
of the Cabinet’s resignation is expect-
ed today. 

The Cabinet reportedly resigned 
after three opposition lawmakers on 
Tuesday filed to grill the prime minis-
ter and that around 38 of the 50 elect-
ed lawmakers publicly announced they 
will back the grilling, well over the 
required majority to support a non-

cooperation motion against the pre-
mier. In their grilling, opposition law-
makers Thamer Al-Suwait, Bader Al-
Dahoum and Khaled Al-Otaibi 
accused the prime minister of ignoring 
the outcome of the general election by 
appointing “provocative and unquali-
fied” ministers in the new Cabinet. 

They also accused him of interfer-
ing in the election of the speaker by 
supporting the candidate whom the 
majority of lawmakers rejected, saying 
this reflects a “dangerous attitude”. 
They also accused him of violating the 
constitution by failing to submit the 
government’s program as required 
under the constitution. 

Leading opposition lawmaker 
Shuaib Al-Muwaizri said yesterday 
that there were reports about the res-
ignation of the Cabinet, adding that 
the next Cabinet must end its alliance 
with “forces of corruption” and should 
cooperate only with the people. He 
called on the prime minister to decline 
to form the next Cabinet.  

He also warned any future premier 
against re-appointing at least three 
ministers “who cause crises”: Minister 
of State for Cabinet Affairs Anas Al-
Saleh, Foreign Minister Sheikh Ahmad 
Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah 

Continued on Page 2 

OPEC+ approves output rise 
 
LONDON: Members of the oil cartel OPEC and 
their partners agreed Tuesday to raise output 
slightly in February and March, but only in Russia 
and Kazakhstan. Overall the amount of crude oil 
the group has voluntarily withdrawn from global 
markets is to decline from 7.2 million barrels per 
day to 7.125 mbpd in February, and 7.05 mbpd in 
March. To ensure the market is not flooded with 
oil while pandemic-related risks to demand 
remain high, OPEC kingpin Saudi Arabia decided 
to cut its own production by one million barrels 
per day in both months. — AFP (See Page 8)

US, Sudan sign Israel accords  
 
KHARTOUM: Sudan signed yesterday the 
“Abraham Accords” normalizing ties with Israel, 
alongside an aid agreement promising $1 billion 
annual World Bank financing during an unprece-
dented visit by the US treasury chief. The deals 
were signed less than a month after Washington 
removed Khartoum from its state sponsors of 
terrorism blacklist, a move which followed 
Sudan’s agreement to normalize ties with Israel 
in October. The accords were signed by Sudan’s 
Justice Minister Nasr Abdelbari and US 
Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin. — AFP 

602 journos killed by COVID 
 
GENEVA: More than 600 journalists have died 
of COVID-19 last year since March 1, a press 
freedom organization said, calling for media 
workers to have priority access to vaccines. The 
Press Emblem Campaign (PEC), which tracks the 
deaths of journalists around the world, said that 
of the 602 media workers known to have died 
from the new coronavirus, more than half were 
from Latin America, with 303 fatalities. Some 145 
deaths were recorded in Asia, with 94 in Europe, 
32 in North America and 28 in Africa. — AFP 

KUWAIT: HH the Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah decorated Foreign Minister Sheikh 
Ahmad Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah with the 
Order of Kuwait of the First Class at Bayan Palace yes-
terday. The honoring, at an Amiri reception, came in 
recognition of Sheikh Ahmad’s services to Kuwait and 
his efforts in bolstering relations with brethren in the 
Gulf and Arab regions.  

HH the Amir said Sheikh Ahmad was worthy of the 
Order of Kuwait of the First Class, granted for his 
service to the country. Addressing the minister, HH 
Sheikh Nawaf commended Sheikh Ahmad’s relentless 
efforts, which saw him “traveling from country to 
country, attending official functions” to represent 
Kuwait. He lauded the minister’s sacrifice, which 
earned him the Order of Kuwait under the guidance of 
the leadership and instructions of HH the Prime 
Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah.  

HH the Amir praised Sheikh Ahmad, remembering 
his efforts also during the era of late Amir Sheikh 
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah. Sheikh Ahmad 
expressed gratitude towards HH the Amir and his lead-
ership, affirming that he was honored to serve Kuwait 
and its people. — KUNA

KUWAIT: HH the Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah decorates Foreign 
Minister Sheikh Ahmad Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah with the Order of Kuwait of 
the First Class as HH the Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-
Sabah looks on at Bayan Palace yesterday. — KUNA 

Amir bestows  
FM with Order  
of Kuwait

WASHINGTON: US President Donald Trump speaks to supporters from The Ellipse 
near the White House yesterday. — AFP 

WASHINGTON: Donald Trump faced 
one of the darkest days of his presiden-
cy yesterday with Congress poised to 
certify Joe Biden’s White House victory 
and Democrats on track to take control 
of the Senate with a pair of stunning 
upset victories in Georgia. Thousands 
of Trump supporters, fueled by his spu-
rious claims of voter fraud, were flood-
ing the nation’s capital, meanwhile, to 
protest the certification. 

Trump addressed his backers at an 
outdoors event in chilly Washington 

before Congress met in a joint session 
to certify the Electoral College results 
that determine the winner of the White 
House race. With political tensions run-
ning at fever pitch, there was a heavy 
police presence in downtown 
Washington and many business own-
ers, fearing clashes, have boarded up 
doors and windows. “We will never 
give up. We will never concede,” Trump 
told the cheering crowd. “We will stop 
the steal.”  

Continued on Page 2 

Congress to certify Biden  
win, Dems to take Senate 

DOHA: Families were divided, students expelled, 
businesses broken and religious pilgrimages denied 
when a quartet of countries broke ties with Qatar in 
June 2017. A new era of possibility beckons after 

the Saudi-led boycotting countries re-established 
relations in a dramatic rapprochement on Tuesday, 
although some in Qatar are wary of the promised 
new dawn. 

“Everyone I talk to is quite happy; I think people 
have forgotten how it felt” at the start of the crisis, 
said Fahad, a Qatari oil and gas worker, of the 
process that Saudi Arabia has pushed with US 
encouragement as the Trump administration enters 
its final days. “This is good news. People are not so 
bogged down about the details politically. They’re 
just happy they can see their families and be able to 

travel,” he told AFP. 
But analysts are dubious that the row, which cen-

tered on allegations over Qatar’s relations with Iran 
and Islamist militants, is truly resolved after the 
hasty reconciliation which did not address the 
underlying resentments. Families with mixed parent-
age were particularly hard hit during the years of 
isolation, with Qatari spouses of Emiratis and 
Bahrainis forced to leave and return to Doha by the 
blockade which caused rows within some mixed 
families. 

Continued on Page 2 

Qatar eyes risks  
and potential  
after Gulf row

MANAUS, Brazil: A burial takes place in an area reserved for COVID-19 victims at 
the Nossa Senhora Aparecida cemetery on Tuesday. — AFP 

THE HAGUE: The European Union’s 
medicines watchdog yesterday 
approved a second coronavirus vac-
cine, in a relief to struggling European 
countries as the world reached a grim 
new record of 15,700 deaths in 24 
hours. The Moderna vaccine is now 
set to join Pfizer-BioNTech’s jab for 
use in the 27-nation EU, where gov-
ernments are grappling with soaring 
caseloads and slow rollouts of the 

vaccines already available. 
“Good news for our efforts to bring 

more COVID-19 vaccines to 
Europeans!” European Commission 
chief Ursula von der Leyen tweeted. 
The breakthrough came as more than 
15,700 COVID-19 deaths around the 
world were registered in the past 24 
hours, according to a count by AFP at 
1100 GMT yesterday - a new record. 

The United States, the world’s 
worst-hit country, logged a record 
3,936 daily deaths in a separate tally 
by Johns Hopkins university. Los 
Angeles ambulance workers have 

Continued on Page 2 
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Amir receives letter from Crown 
Prince on success of GCC summit

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah received at Bayan Palace 
yesterday His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh 
Mishal Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah. His Highness 
the Amir also received National Assembly Speaker 
Marzouq Al-Ghanem, His Highness Sheikh Nasser 
Mohammad Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah and His Highness 
the Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-
Hamad Al-Sabah. In the meantime, His Highness the 
Crown Prince received Ghanem, His Highness 
Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled, and Sheikh Nasser Al-
Mohammad. Furthermore, His Highness Sheikh 
Mishal received Foreign Minister Sheikh Dr Ahmad 
Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah, after Sheikh Dr 
Ahmad received the Order of Kuwait of the First 
Class, which was earlier bestowed upon him by His 
Highness the Amir. 

Meanwhile, His Highness the Amir received on 
Tuesday a letter from His Highness the Crown 

Prince, in which he extended congratulations on the 
success of the 41st GCC Summit, which was 
crowned by the signing of Al-Ula Declaration and 
the summit’s final commu-
nique. His Highness Sheikh 
Mishal said that the 
Kuwaiti people felt proud 
of His Highness the Amir’s 
keenness on bolstering the 
unity and solidarity 
amongst the GCC peoples. 
His Highness Crown Prince 
expressed wishes of good 
health to His Highness 
Sheikh Nawaf, hoping that 
Kuwait would continue to 
prosper and flourish under his leadership. His 
Highness the Amir replied by thanking His Highness 
the Crown Prince for his good sentiment on this 

joyous occasion. His Highness the Amir hailed the 
constructive decisions which emerged from the 
summit, which he hoped would consolidate the 

blessed march of the GCC 
and to achieve more 
accomplishments and 
prosperity. His Highness 
the Amir received a simi-
lar letter from Speaker 
Ghanem, who praised  the 
relentless diplomatic 
efforts of Sheikh Nawaf 
and the late Amir Sheikh 
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-
Sabah, as well as their 
keenness on bolstering 

the unity and solidarity amongst the GCC peoples. 
Furthermore, His Highness Sheikh Salem Al-Ali 

Al-Sabah, Chief of the Kuwait National Guard 

(KNG), sent a letter to His Highness the Amir, 
expressing gratitude and congratulations on the 
signing of Al-Ula Declaration. His Highness Sheikh 
Salem Al-Ali lauded the efforts by His Highness the 
Amir Sheikh Nawaf and also late Amir His Highness 
Sheikh in mending the rift among GCC countries. He 
expressed full solidarity with His Highness the Amir 
and His Highness the Crown Prince on the quest to 
bolster the security and stability of the State of 
Kuwait to achieve the dreams of the Kuwaiti people. 
KNG’s Deputy Chief Sheikh Ahmad Nawaf Al-
Ahmad Al-Sabah sent a similar letter to His 
Highness the Amir. His Highness Sheikh Nawaf also 
received similar letters from His Highness the Prime 
Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled, Foreign Minister 
Sheikh Dr Ahmad Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah, 
His Highness Sheikh Nasser Al-Mohammad and His 
Highness Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-
Sabah. — KUNA

Sheikh Nawaf receives senior state officials at Bayan Palace

Crown Prince 
meets Foreign 

Minister

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets His Highness the Crown 
Prince Sheikh Mishal Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah. — Amiri Diwan photos

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets National Assembly Speaker Marzouq 
Al-Ghanem.

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets His Highness the Prime Minister 
Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah.

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets His Highness Sheikh Nasser 
Mohammad Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah.

Continued from Page 1 
 
 
 and Health Minister Sheikh Dr Basel Al-Sabah. 

Muwaizri warned that if the next government contin-
ues on the old course, lawmakers will continue their 
non-cooperation. 

Yesterday’s developments came after a chaotic 
Assembly session on Tuesday which was cut short 
following heated debates as opposition MPs pressed 
to form an investigation committee to probe events 
that took place at the Assembly’s opening session on 
Dec 15.

Govt shuns Assembly 
session amid...

Continued from Page 1 
 
Trump urged his deputy Mike Pence not to certify 

Biden’s election victory at the Congress session, repeat-
ing unfounded allegations of vote fraud. “If Mike Pence 
does the right thing, we win the election,” Trump told his 
supporters outside the White House. “He has the 
absolute right to do it. “Mike Pence is going to have to 
come through for us, and if he doesn’t, that will be a sad 
day for our country.”  

Trump rebuked “weak” Republicans planning to go 
along with the certification, accusing them of having 
“turned a blind eye” and threatening them with primary 
challenges in future elections. “They stole our election,” 
said Katherine Caldwell, a 61-year-old woman from 
Oregon wearing a white cowboy hat that read “Trump Is 
My President”.  

Certification of the Electoral College vote at a cere-
mony presided over by the vice president is usually just 
a formality. But more than 100 Republican members of 
the House of Representatives and at least a dozen 
Republican Senators said they plan to lodge objections 
to certification at the joint session of Congress. 

Trump, 74, has refused to concede defeat in the Nov 
3 election and has been ramping up the pressure on fel-
low Republicans and Pence to back his baseless claims 
of election fraud. “The Vice President has the power to 
reject fraudulently chosen electors,” Trump tweeted yes-
terday. “If Vice President @Mike_Pence comes through 
for us, we will win the Presidency.” 

The vice president has no legal authority to reject the 
results, however, and Pence has given no public indica-
tion of what he will do at the joint session. The 
Republican objections appear doomed to fail in any case 
when brought to a vote in the Democratic-controlled 
House and also in the Republican-majority Senate, 
where most Republicans have refused to sign on to the 

challenge to Electoral College certification. 
The joint session of Congress comes one day after 

voters went to the polls in Georgia and appear to have 
handed a pair of stunning victories to the Democratic 
Senate candidates over their Republican opponents. A 
Democratic sweep would result in a 50-50 split in the 
Senate with Democrats holding the tie-breaking vote in 
Vice President Kamala Harris. Biden is due to be sworn 
in on Jan 20 and control of the Senate would give his 
Democrats the levers of power in the executive branch 
and both chambers of Congress and allow him to push 
through his legislative agenda. 

Georgia has been reliably Republican but Biden also 
won the state, by about 12,000 votes, and his win there 
is one of the victories that Trump has been contesting. 
Trump’s unprecedented efforts to overturn the result 
have included making a call to Georgia’s secretary of 
state in which he said he wants to “find 11,780 votes” - 
one more than Biden’s margin of victory. 

In Georgia, Democratic candidate Raphael Warnock, 
the pastor at the Atlanta church where Martin Luther 
King once preached, was projected to defeat Republican 
Kelly Loeffler, a 50-year-old businesswoman appointed 
to the Senate in Dec 2019. Warnock, 51, who would be 
just the third African-American to win a Senate seat 
from the South, was ahead by 53,430 votes out of nearly 
4.4 million cast, or more than one percent. Loeffler how-
ever refused to concede. “We’re going to make sure 
every vote is counted,” she told supporters. 

In the other Georgia race, Democrat Jon Ossoff, a 
33-year-old video producer, claimed victory yesterday 
over Republican David Perdue. “Georgia, thank so 
much for the confidence you have placed in me,” 
Ossoff said. “I will look forward to serving you.” 
Perdue, 71, who was elected to the Senate in 2014, has 
also refused to concede. 

Both Biden and Trump visited Georgia to encourage 
their supporters on the eve of the crucial vote but the 
president spent most of his time at his rally rehashing his 
unfounded allegations of election fraud. Trump support-
ers gathering in Washington yesterday echoed those 
claims, which have been refuted in the courts and by 
state election officials.  — AFP 

Congress to 
certify Biden...
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Qatar has claimed in legal proceedings that 

over 3,600 marriages between Qataris and 
Emiratis were affected by the measures which also 
saw Saudi and its allies - the UAE, Bahrain and 
Egypt - shut borders and airspace to Qatari peo-
ple and trade. Rashid, a Qatari with a mother from 
the Emirates and a local father, said in the days 
after the measures were imposed “we were mad at 
each other so much that we stopped talking for a 
while”. “That’s patriotism,” he said. “The same 
thing happened with my cousins in Saudi Arabia.” 

One former Qatar Airways employee, who was 
in Doha at the start of the crisis, said many mar-
riages failed because of the restrictions. “There’s 
loads of people who lost husbands and wives over 
this stupid blockade. Lots of Qataris married to 
Saudis and Emiratis,” he said. While families could, 

at significant expense, be reunited outside affected 
countries, Muslims in Qatar struggled to undertake 
the hajj and umrah pilgrimages to Makkah in Saudi 
Arabia, Islam’s holiest city. 

Qatar and Saudi Arabia blamed each other for 
the hurdles, but only a handful of worshippers 
made the journey in the crisis years. “I have not 
performed it during the last period because the 
borders were closed and they weren’t even 
allowed to deal with the Qatari currency. It was 
very difficult and exhausting,” Qatari student 
Abdul-Rahman Rashid Al-Kuwari told AFP. “After 
the agreement and the opening of the borders 
there is no fear and things are good, especially 
with Saudi Arabia, and we do not need anything 
else. We will go to visit the holy places, especially 
the hajj,” the student said after evening prayers at 
a Doha mosque. 

The economic hit of the crisis, coinciding with 
low oil prices and the coronavirus downturn, was 
felt across the region. Well-heeled Saudis were 
unable to visit Doha for holidays and long week-
ends while expats living in Qatar were unable to 
visit popular destinations like Dubai without 
tedious detours via Kuwait or Oman. — AFP 

Qatar eyes risks  
and potential...
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been told to stop transporting some patients with 

extremely low survival chances to overwhelmed 
hospitals. In Portugal, health authorities reported 
10,000 new cases in 24 hours in the nation of just 
10 million people. 

Britain yesterday announced another 1,041 fatali-
ties from the coronavirus, the first time the daily 
death toll has topped 1,000 since April and the out-
set of the pandemic. The latest tally means 77,346 
people have now died in the UK within 28 days of a 
positive COVID-19 test-among the highest in 
Europe alongside Italy - and came as a record 
62,322 new daily cases were recorded. 

Meanwhile a World Health Organization mission 
headed to China to probe the origins of the pan-
demic is in disarray after Beijing denied entry to the 
experts at the last minute. Mass vaccinations are 
seen as key to returning the world to a semblance of 

normality, but the EU’s campaign has got off to a 
sluggish start compared to the United States, 
Britain and Israel. The Netherlands administered its 
first shot yesterday, becoming the last EU country 
to get started. 

Britain may have been first to begin vaccinating, 
but the country nevertheless returned to a full lock-
down yesterday as authorities battle to contain the 
alarming spread of a new coronavirus strain which 
appears to be more infectious. One in 50 people in 
England were infected last week, according to offi-
cial data, rising to one in 30 in London.  The global 
crisis shows no signs of slowing, with more than 1.8 
million people known to have died worldwide 
among some 86 million cases.  

Germany, Europe’s biggest economy, announced 
on Tuesday that it was toughening its partial lock-
down and extending measures such as store clo-
sures until the end of January. Along with other 
leaders, such as France’s Emmanuel Macron, 
German Chancellor Angela Merkel is facing accusa-
tions from critics that her government should be 
rolling out vaccines much faster in order to spare 
people from more disruption to virtually every 
aspect of their lives. — AFP 

COVID deaths  
at record...
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US thanks Kuwait for mediation

WASHINGTON: US Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo said Tuesday that the US
thanks Kuwait “for its mediation efforts and
support in resolving the Gulf dispute.” “We
are encouraged by the breakthrough made
with the Al-Ula Declaration at the GCC sum-
mit, which marks a positive step toward
restoring Gulf and Arab unity,” Pompeo said
in a statement. He added “we welcome the
pledge today to restore cooperation in mili-
tary, economic, health, counter-corruption,
and cultural initiatives.” “We hope the Gulf
countries will continue to reconcile their dif-
ferences,” he noted. “Restoring full diplomat-
ic relations is imperative for all parties in the
region to unite against common threats.”
“We are stronger when we stand together,”
he stressed.

UN lauds Kuwait’s role

NEW YORK: UN Secretary General
Antonio Guterres lauded Kuwait’s role in
mending the Gulf rift, and also commended
the GCC final communique. Farhan Haq,
Deputy Spokesperson for the Secretary-
General, said that “the Secretary-General
expressed his gratitude to those from the
region and beyond, including the late Amir of
Kuwait and late Sultan of Oman, who worked
tirelessly towards resolving the Gulf rift.” The
Secretary-General welcomes the Al-Ula
Declaration which “recognizes the impor-
tance of unity among the GCC states and
aims to strengthen regional security, peace,
stability and prosperity.”

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah on Tuesday conducted a
telephone call with Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz
Al Saud. During the call, His Highness the Amir
expressed his appreciation to the King for hospitali-
ty and the hosting of the 41st Summit of the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC), lauding the good
organization of the event. His Highness the Amir
congratulated again the Saudi King on inking the
Al-Ula Declaration and the final communique of the
summit that represents a historic achievement in
enhancing solidarity, and the unity of the Arab and
GCC ranks. It will push ahead the GCC path to
achieve the desired goals of the Gulf States and
their peoples.

His Highness the Amir wished King Salman ever-
lasting good health to continue progress and prosper-
ity in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, under the King
and the Crown Prince’s wise leadership. Meanwhile,
King Salman thanked His Highness the Amir for his
sincere and good sentiments, congratulating him on
signing the Al-Ula statement and the final statement of
the event. The King commended His Highness the
Amir’s efforts aimed to re-unify the GCC states and
boost the Arab solidarity that were complementary of
His Highness the late Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad
Al-Sabah’s endeavors to maintain the GCC march, and
enhance the Arab and Gulf solidarity. King Salman
wished His Highness the Amir everlasting well-being,
and Kuwait further success and prosperity, under the
wise leadership of His Highness the Amir and His
Highness the Crown Prince.

In the meantime, His Highness the Amir conduct-
ed a telephone call with Qatar’s Father Amir Sheikh
Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani, in which he expressed
his sincere congratulations on the singing of Al-Ula
Declaration and the final communique of the summit.
His Highness the Amir voiced his great delight at this

historic achievement that will enhance the Arab and
Gulf unity and re-unification. His Highness the Amir
said that this accomplishment will also contribute to
turning a new page in the pan-GCC relationships,
and strengthening solidarity and integration of GCC
states and their peoples. He wished everlasting good
health to Qatar’s Father Amir.

Meanwhile, Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa expressed
his appreciation to His Highness the Amir for his

sincere sentiments and congratulations. He lauded
His Highness the Amir’s efforts that were comple-
mentary of the late Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad
Al-Jaber Al-Sabah’s constructive endeavors to heal
the Gulf rift. He wished His Highness the Amir ever-
lasting good health, and further progress and pros-
perity to Kuwait, under the wise leadership of His
Highness the Amir.

His Highness the Amir had earlier sent cables of
congratulations to Saudi King Salman, Bahraini King
Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa, Oman’s Sultan Haitham bin
Tariq Al-Said, Qatari Amir Tamim bin Hamad Al
Thani, UAE’s President Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al
Nahayan and Egypt’s President Abdelfattah Al-Sisi.
In the cables, His Highness the Amir expressed his
sincere congratulations to the leaders on the signing
of Al-Ula Declaration and the final communique of

the GCC summit. His Highness the Amir said the
signing of the declaration and the final communique
is an historic Arab and Gulf achievement that will
enhance the Arab and Gulf unity particularly in light
of the critical circumstances and developments in
the region and the world.

It will turn a new page in the brotherly ties,
cement solidarity and serve the GCC and Egyptian
higher interests, His Highness the Amir said. His
Highness the Amir recalled the constructive efforts

made by the late Amir of Kuwait Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad to preserve the GCC and push it forward as
well as to boost the Arab relations. He thanked Allah
for the re-unification of the GCC states, wishing
success and prosperity to all Arab and GCC states
and peoples. His Highness the Amir wished everlast-
ing health to all GCC and Arab leaders. His Highness
the Crown Prince Sheikh Mishal Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah sent similar cables to the GCC and
Egyptian leaders. — KUNA

Kuwait’s Amir calls Saudi
King, Qatar’s Father Amir 

Sheikh Nawaf congratulates GCC, Egypt leaders on inking Al-Ula Declaration

DOHA: A man arranges newspapers on a stand outside a shop in the Qatari capital Doha showing headlines about the
summit of the six-nation Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) in the Saudi desert city of Al-Ula, yesterday. — AFP

Turning new
page in 

brotherly ties

Saudi FM stresses
Kuwait’s role in
healing Gulf rift
AL-ULA, Saudi Arabia: Saudi Arabia’s Foreign
Minister Prince Faisal bin Farhan on Tuesday appre-
ciated Kuwait’s late Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad
Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and incumbent Amir His Highness
Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah’s efforts
to iron out Gulf differences. Speaking in a joint news
conference with GCC Secretary General Nayef Al-
Hajraf following the 41st summit hosted by the Saudi
city of Al-Ula, Prince Farhan said the signing of the
Al-Ula Declaration and the summit’s final commu-
nique signals the start of a new chapter in pan-Gulf
relations and a full restoration of diplomatic ties
between Qatar and Saudi Arabia, the United Arab
Emirates, Bahrain and Egypt to serve the countries’
interests and support the region’s stability. He
emphasized that the Al-Ula Declaration included the
commitment of all countries to settling all relevant
issues and strengthening mutual cooperation and
coordination, particularly in combating terrorism
and all organized crimes.

The key guarantee for implementing this declara-
tion is the real will of the countries to solve this crisis
and reach an actual cohesion to boost the region’s
stability and address challenges, he said. The Saudi

top diplomat added that it is a key step for the suc-
cess and stability of the GCC states, Egypt and the
whole region. He noted that the states parties have
affirmed their solidarity towards each other and
committed to refraining from violating the sover-
eignty of any country or threaten its security or
national unity. They also vowed to stand against any
threat to the security of any of the signing countries
and of the whole region, he pointed out.

Tuesday’s summit was important as it prioritized
supreme interests of the GCC system and the Arab
national security, he said. The summit has delivered a
message to the world that whatever the differences
are, the wisdom of GCC leaders is able to overcome
all these differences, and steer the region, its states
and peoples to safety, he stressed. On Iran, Prince
Faisal said all US administrations are aware of dan-
ger of Iran, noting that there will be coordination
with US-elect Joe Biden’s administration to better
deal with it.

Meanwhile, Dr Hajraf said “it is a historic day to
witness this key step in the GCC path.” Trusting the
wisdom of GCC’s leaders is the guarantee to contin-
ue the Gulf relations, and the most important princi-
ple is the sincere desire in this regard, he said. What
has been achieved today was a result of great efforts
to help the GCC path move forward to face all
geopolitical challenges and others like the novel
coronavirus, he pointed out. The Al-Ula Declaration
paves the way for a full integration in all domains to
complete all efforts made over the last 40 years, he
made clear. Last year was a challenging year and its

economic effects will continue for a long period, he
said, noting that the GCC states offered packages to
encourage small-sized projects and the private sec-
tor to secure workers’ salaries. He affirmed that the
GCC states have a strong financial ratings, and thus
they attract big investments. Finally, he stressed the
importance of the economic cooperation in the fifth
decade of the GCC. 

Separately, Qatar’s Foreign Minister Mohammad
Abdulrahman Al Thani appreciated Kuwait’s big

efforts to iron out the rift and re-unify the Gulf
States. Tweeting on his official account, the minister
hoped that Al-Ula agreement signed earlier in the
day in Saudi Arabia would help achieve further
progress and prosperity for the Gulf countries. He
stressed Qatar’s opening of a new page in the Gulf
ties. He emphasized that his country is also looking
forward to bolster joint Arab and Gulf action to
achieve common interests, overcome challenges and
retain the region’s stability and security. — KUNA

AL-ULA, Saudi Arabia: Saudi Arabia’s Foreign Minister Prince Faisal bin Farhan (right) speaks during the news
conference. — KUNA
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News in brief

Palestinian envoy congratulates FM

KUWAIT: Palestine’s Ambassador to Kuwait
Rami Tahboub congratulated Kuwait ’s
Foreign Minister Sheikh Dr Ahmad Nasser
Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah on the Order of
Kuwait  of  the First  Class, which was
bestowed upon him by His Highness the Amir
Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah.
The honoring comes in appreciat ion of
Sheikh Dr Ahmad’s “development on the
brotherly relations between Kuwait and GCC
countries, as well as Arab countries towards
unifying the Arab stand,” Ambasasdor
Tahboub said. 

India Republic Day celebration

KUWAIT: Celebrations of the 72nd Republic
Day of  Ind ia  wi l l  be  conducted  by the
Embassy of India in Kuwait, with complete
adherence to COVID-19 related protocol and
guidelines. As there will be no physical gath-
ering for the event at the embassy premises,
Indian diaspora and friends of India in Kuwait
are invited to virtually join the celebrations of
Republic Day given the prevailing circum-
stances , a  press  re lease  i ssued  by the
embassy said. “Please join us online for the
72nd Republ ic  Day Ce lebrat ions  on  26
January 2021 from 9:00 am onwards through
live streaming; l inks for the event wil l  be
shared in due course on the embassy ‘s web-
site and social media handles,” the release
added.
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By Nawara Fattahova

KUWAIT: Although the number of COVID-19 infec-
tions has dropped and the situation is stable in
Kuwait, some businesses haven’t reopened since they
were forced to shut down in March 2020. These
include cinemas, nurseries, shisha cafes and exhibition
halls. Most owners of these businesses are facing
bankruptcy and even imprisonment, as many of them
didn’t qualify for government aid.

A group of shisha café owners protested in front
of the ministry of health in September, demanding to
find a solution for their situation. But they were only
told to remain patient till the situation improves.
According to those who had met Assistant
Undersecretary of Public Health Affairs at the Health
Ministry Dr Buthayna Al-Mudhaf, she said after
Kuwait receives the COVID-19 vaccine, the cafes
will be allowed to reopen.

Three months have passed since, and the closure
continues. Cafe owners are still suffering, while their
financial debts are increasing. Around 35 shisha café
owners again protested on Tuesday in front of the
National Assembly to demand solving their problem
by either allowing them to reopen or compensate their
losses caused by the closure. 

“I received a verdict from the court of first
instance to either pay KD 60,000 or risk being
imprisoned for not paying this amount. I know that
the bankruptcy law was recently issued, but my
lawyer said maybe it will be applied during the
appeal process. Even if I am saved from going to jail,
I will still have to pay the debt or part of it,” Eissa
Al-Khamees told Kuwait Times.

“I wonder how the judge can compel me to pay the
rent for the period when I am not operating. I am not
benefiting from the cafe. Even if the verdict relieves
me from paying the full rent for the past 10 months,
I’m stil l  not able to pay KD 20,000 or 30,000
because I have no income. The government was
encouraging young Kuwaitis to become entrepreneurs
and open businesses, and now they have abandoned

us without resolving our problems,” he added.
According to Khamees, there are around 6,000

shisha cafes in Kuwait, employing around 280,000
employees. “Around 16,000 Kuwaiti owners are run-
ning these cafes, whose families are surviving from
this business. We are not just losing profits - we have
to pay the rent, salaries of employees, for the renewal
of their residencies, renewal of the license of the café
and other expenses. The government is also losing
these fees,” he stated.

The café owners have agreed to apply any health
requirements set by the Ministry of Health (MoH) to
be allowed to reopen. “We accept to respect any rule
set by the ministry and we can apply the rules fol-
lowed in neighboring countries. We can have social

distancing, disposable hoses, disinfection of the
shisha and any other rule. But we can’t open to only
serve food and beverages, as customers come to us
to smoke shisha and not eat and drink. If MoH wants
to cancel our business activity forever, let them com-
pensate our losses and pay our loans, so we can end
this business definitely and start a new business to
have a source of living,” concluded Khamees.   

Health Ministry Spokesman Dr Abdullah Al-
Sanad told Kuwait Times that this issue has not been
discussed recently and there is no update on the
reopening of shisha cafes. “I didn’t hear the state-
ment by (undersecretary) Dr Al-Mudhaf, and MoH
hasn’t made any official statement on this matter
recently,” he said.

Kuwait shisha café owners demand
action to save their livelihoods

Owners pledge to follow health requirements when reopened

Kuwait reports
411 new COVID
cases, zero deaths
KUWAIT: The Kuwaiti Ministry of Health yesterday
announced recording 411 new cases of the novel
coronavirus (COVID-19) in the past 24 hours, rais-
ing total cases to 152,438. No new deaths were
recorded during the same period of time, thus the
mortalities’ toll remained at 938. The ministry had
earlier announced that 231 patients had recovered
during the same period, putting the total number of
recoveries at 148,015. Official spokesperson of the
ministry Dr Abdullah Al-Sanad said that the number
of patients at intensive care units amounted to 56,
with the whole count of the cases of confirmed
infections with COVID-19 and continued to receive
medical care standing at 3,485 as of yesterday. The
number of swab tests conducted over the same
period stood at 10,558 with the overall count stand-

ing at 1.287,755. Dr Sanad renewed the call to
adhere to standing precautions against the highly
contagious disease.  —KUNA

KUWAIT: Kuwait’s Minister of Oil and Minister of
Electricity and Water Mohammad Al-Fares on
Tuesday extolled the joint cooperation and efforts
by OPEC+ to guarantee stability at oil markets
and achieve their balance through continuing the
same current output levels. In a statement issued
by the Ministry of Oil, Fares said the 13th ministe-
rial meeting of OPEC+ was held in an atmosphere
of optimism in wake of the announcement of coro-
navirus vaccine and the start of vaccination cam-

paigns in several countries. The minister said that
the vaccine would have positive and clear impacts
on oil demand in the second half of 2021, accord-
ing to OPEC studies and expectations. He also
lauded Saudi Arabia’s leading role in preserving
stability in oil markets.

Tuesday’s meeting resulting in a deal that will
enhance gains at market, he said, noting that the
countries attended the meeting agreed not to
increase output next February and March, and
maintain the same levels agreed upon for January
2021, with a s l ight increase of  Russian and
Kazakhstani outputs in February and March. This
agreement will boost stability and balance in oil
markets in the current phase, as the meeting will
be held monthly to determine the required output
levels in line with the recovery of the global oil
demand, he stated. He pointed out that Saudi
Arabia offered willingly a “generous initiative” to
reduce voluntarily production during February and
March that helped support the atmosphere of
optimism about the credibility of OPEC + on
focusing on improving market fundamentals and
encouraging withdrawals from oil reserves in order
to stabilize markets.

Kuwait has played an effective role in encour-
aging an atmosphere of optimism, understanding
and reaching a historic agreement, as well as back

efforts of  Saudi  Minister of  Energy Prince
Abdulaziz bin Salman, he said. During the meeting,
Fares indicated that the new wave of the novel
coronavirus (COVID-19) increases concerns about
the slow pace of the recovery of oil demand, espe-
cially in Europe and Asia where refining in them
suffers from a slow demand.

Oil Ministers of OPEC+ had stressed commit-
ment to abiding by output quotas to achieve sta-
bility and balance at oil markets. This came dur-
ing the final statement issued following the 13th
OPEC and non-OPEC Ministerial Meeting held
via videoconference on Tuesday. The meeting,
which reconvened following an initial round of
discussions on January 4, reaffirmed the contin-
ued commitment of the participating countries in
the Declaration of Cooperation (DoC) to a stable
market  in  the mutual  interest  of  producing
nations; the efficient, economic and secure supply
to consumers; and a fair return on invested capi-
tal, it said. —KUNA

Kuwait commends OPEC+ efforts
on maintaining market’s stability

KUWAIT: Salmiya and Sea Rescue Fire Stations’ men put out a blaze that gutted a 34-foot-long
yacht at the Yacht Club’s marina in Salmiya yesterday. No injuries were reported. 

KUWAIT: Shisha café owners stage a protest in front of the National Assembly on Tuesday. 
—Photo by Fouad Al-Shaikh
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WHO COVID-19 mission blunted
China refuses to grant WHO team an entry
BEIJING: An expert mission to China to probe the ori-
gins of the COVID-19 pandemic was in disarray yester-
day after Beijing denied entry to the World Health
Organization team at the last minute despite months of
painstaking negotiations. Ten experts were due to
arrive in China this week for the delicate, highly politi-
cized task of establishing how and where the virus
jumped from animals to humans. But with a number of
the team already in transit, China denied them entry
visas, prodding WHO chief Tedros Adhanom
Ghebreyesus, to say he was “very disappointed”.

China is determined to control the origin story of the
virus, which has killed more than 1.8 million people
around the world and laid waste to global economies.
The first cases of the coronavirus were recorded in the
central Chinese city of Wuhan in late 2019, prompting
accusations of chaotic, secretive handling by Chinese
authorities which led to its spread beyond China. US
President Donald Trump called the pandemic the
“China virus”. Despite the hail of criticism, Beijing has

so far resisted pressure for an independent probe and
instead has seeded doubt as to whether the pandemic
even started inside its borders.

Beijing foreign ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying
confirmed the WHO team had not been admitted as
planned, and admitted it was “not just a visa issue”.
“The issue of origin-tracing is incredibly complicated,”
she told reporters at a regular news briefing. “To
ensure the work of the international expert team in
China goes smoothly, we have to carry out necessary
procedures and make relevant arrangements.” Talks
were continuing over “the specific date and specific
arrangement of the expert group’s visit,” Hua added,
despite the months of negotiations already spent on
setting up the trip.

Critical mission 
The origins of COVID-19 remain bitterly contested,

lost in a fog of recriminations and conjecture from the
international community — as well as obfuscation from

Chinese authorities determined to control of the virus
narrative. The WHO trip was seen as an important way
to cut through the rancour and seek clear answers on
how it started. “We were all operating on the on the
understanding that the team would begin deployment
today,” WHO emergencies director Michael Ryan said
Tuesday.

He stressed the “absolute critical nature” of the mis-
sion, acknowledging that the situation was “frustrating
and... disappointing”. Scientists initially believed the
virus jumped to humans at a market selling exotic ani-
mals for meat in the city of Wuhan. But experts now
think the market may not have been the origin of the
outbreak, but rather a place where it was amplified. It is
widely assumed the virus originally came from bats, but
the intermediate animal host that transmitted it between
bats and humans remains unknown.

Experts say geopolitics hollowed out the global
cooperation needed to head off the virus in its early
stages.  At the time of the outbreak the Trump adminis-

tration was locked in a brutal trade war with China and
the US president used it as a political bludgeon. That
soured Beijing’s mood for compromise and communica-
tion. Without the trade wars and other tensions raging
in 2019, “January 2020 would not have played out the
way it did”, said Ilona Kickbusch, the founding director
and chair of the Global Health Centre in Geneva.
“Geopolitics... put the world in this situation,” she told
AFP in an interview.

Inside China, the narrative of a devastating conta-
gion has been recast as a story of Chinese resilience
and strong leadership by Communist authorities. China
has broadly contained the pandemic and presided over
an economic rebound. But whistleblowers have been
silenced and citizen journalists jailed — including a 37-
year-old woman imprisoned last week for four years
over video reports from Wuhan during its prolonged
lockdown. Foreign Minister Wang Yi recently trotted
out the unproven claim “that the pandemic likely start-
ed in multiple points around the world”. —AFP

BEIJING: People line up to be tested for the COVID-19 outside a hospital on Tuesday following the discovery of new cases of the coronavirus in the city in recent days. —AFP

Indonesia police shoot 
dead 2 militants linked 
to church bombing
JAKARTA: Two Indonesian militants linked to a
2019 church blast in the Philippines have been
shot dead by police, authorities said yesterday,
as officers arrested scores of pro-Islamic State
radicals. The shootings came as Indonesia’s
counter-terrorism squad, Densus 88, raided a
hideout of extremist group Jamaah Ansharut
Daulah (JAD) in Sulawesi island’s Makassar city,
they said. 

Two suspects were gunned down when they
“resisted arrest” and attacked officers, police
said, adding that a third suspect suffered gun-
shot injuries and was being treated in hospital.
Another 17 militants were detained.  Later yes-
terday, police said the two dead suspects were
involved in financing the Philippines’ worst ter-
ror attack in years, which killed 21 and injured
scores more in 2019. 

“The two were involved in transferring money

to the bombers of  the church in  Jolo,
Philippines,” national police spokesman Ahmad
Ramadhan told reporters, without elaborating.  In
early 2019, two explosions ripped through a
Catholic church on the Philippines’ Muslim-
majority island of Jolo, killing worshippers at
Sunday mass and security forces - raising fears
about growing l inks between mi l i tants  in
Southeast Asia. IS claimed responsibility for the
cathedral blast, saying two suicide bombers det-
onated explosive belts. 

The pair were later identified as an Indonesian
militant and his wife.  The Jolo attack was carried
out  days after  voters  approved expanding
Muslim self-rule in the south aimed at ending a
decades-old rebel l ion for independence or
autonomy for the sizeable Islamic minority of the
mainly Catholic Philippines.  Yesterday, police in
Muslim-majority Indonesia said the two men
shot by authorities were members of Jamaah
Ansharut Daulah (JAD), a local terror network
which has pledged allegiance to Islamic State
and its violent ideology. Members of JAD staged
a wave of  suicide bombings at  churches in
Indonesia’s second-biggest city Surabaya in
2018, killing a dozen congregants.  —AFP

Record 10,000 
COVID cases 
in Portugal 
LISBON: Portugal’s govern-
ment acknowledged yester-
day that hospitals were
under “enormous pressure”
from the coronavirus, as
health authorities reported a
record 10,000 new cases in
24 hours in the country of 10
million people. Meanwhile,
the country’s conservative
President Marcelo Rebelo
de Sousa entered isolation
less than three weeks ahead
of his re-election bid on Jan
24, his office said, after he
had come into contact with a
member of his team who had
tested positive.

His office said in a state-
ment that he was isolating as
a precaution “until the health
authorities decide what
measures to take following a
risk assessment”. The official
election campaign begins on
Sunday, but Rebelo de Sousa
has already taken part in a
series of head-to-head tel-
evision debates with rival
candidates. His scheduled
debate with populist can-
didate Andre Ventura will
go ahead as scheduled on
Wednesday “either live or
virtually”, according to
the TV broadcaster host-
ing it. —AFP



LONDON: WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange must
remain in custody in Britain, while the US appeals a court
decision to block his extradition to face charges there for
leaking secret documents, a judge in London ruled yes-
terday. Judge Vanessa Baraitser, who on Monday refused
to grant his extradition, told Westminster Magistrates
Court that if released there were “substantial grounds” to
suspect Assange would “fail to surrender” for future
appeal hearings. “Mr Assange still has an incentive to
abscond from these as yet unresolved proceedings,” she
said. 

“As a matter of fairness the United States must be able
to challenge my decision. If Mr Assange absconds during
this process then they will have lost the opportunity to do
so.” Outside court, lawyer Stella Morris, Assange’s
fiancee and the mother of two of his children, called the
decision “a huge disappointment” and urged the US
Justice Department to drop the charges. A lawyer for the
US government earlier urged Baraitser not to release the
controversial Australian publisher, and detailed how it
planned to challenge her decision to block his extradition
on mental health grounds.

“We respectfully submit on behalf of the United
States that there are insurmountable hurdles to Mr
Assange being granted bail,” Clair Dobbin said. She
added there were “no conditions that could guarantee his
surrender” in future. “The history of his attempts to
evade extradition to the United States demonstrate that
he is capable of going to any length to avoid that possi-
bility,” Dobbin said. The court “should be under no doubt
about his resources to abscond” and pointed to offers of
political asylum, notably from Mexico, she added.

‘Motive to abscond’   
Assange attended court wearing a suit and mask over

his mouth, two days after the unexpected decision to
deny his removal to the United States on the basis the

risk of his suicide there was too great. Edward Fitzgerald,
his lawyer, argued he should be freed after spending 15
months in custody awaiting the extradition proceedings.
Baraitser’s decision on Monday “certainly changes any
motive to abscond,” he added. “The court has given a
decision and the decision has been that he should be dis-
charged.” Assange is wanted in Washington to face 18
charges relating to the 2010 release by WikiLeaks of
500,000 secret files detailing aspects of military cam-
paigns in Afghanistan and Iraq. 

The US claims he helped intelligence analyst Chelsea

Manning steal the 2010 documents before exposing con-
fidential sources around the world. He faces a possible
175-year sentence if convicted but Assange and his
lawyers have long argued the case against him is politi-
cally motivated. He has been held at the high-security
Belmarsh prison in southeast London. A previous request
for bail in March on the grounds he was vulnerable to
Covid-19 behind bars was rejected. 

Assange sought sanctuary in Ecuador’s embassy in
2012, after Sweden issued an arrest warrant in connection
with sexual assault allegations.  He spent seven years at

the South American country’s London mission until the
government in Quito revoked his citizenship. British
police dragged him out and arrested him in 2019. He was
then sentenced to 50 weeks in jail for breaching his bail
terms in connection with the Swedish case, which was
later dropped due to lack of evidence. The UN called the
sentence “disproportionate”.

‘Unnecessarily cruel’   
Assange’s long-running legal woes have become a

cause celebre for media freedom, even though the judge
hearing the case said he did have a case to answer.
Baraitser on Monday said he would have been “well
aware” of the effects of his leaking of secret documents,
and his actions went “well beyond” the role of a journalist. 

But she said extradition would be “oppressive” as his
mental health would probably deteriorate in the US penal
system, “causing him to commit suicide”.  She rejected
US experts’ testimony that Assange would be protected
from self-harm, noting that others such as disgraced US
financier Jeffrey Epstein had managed to kill themselves
in custody despite supervision.  UN rapporteur on tor-
ture Nils Melzer applauded the decision to block his
extradition, and said he should be freed and compensat-
ed for his ordeal, which amounted to arbitrary detention. 

But he said Baraitser had effectively confirmed the
rationale behind the US case, which “effectively amounts
to criminalizing national security journalism”.  The
United States has called the ruling “extremely disap-
pointing” and has faced calls from WikiLeaks, as well as
rights and media freedom groups to drop the appeal.
Media advocacy group Reporters Without Borders said
yesterday’s denial of bail was “unnecessarily cruel”.
Wikileaks editor-in-chief Kristinn Hrafnsson urged out-
going US President Donald Trump and his successor Joe
Biden to pardon Assange, while expressing confidence
“justice will prevail”.— AFP 
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WikiLeaks founder Assange denied 
bail, remains in custody in Britain 

US appeals a court decision to block Assange’s extradition

VEGHEL, Netherlands: Dutch employee of Het Wereldhuis
nursing home Sanna Elkadiri receives the first Pfizer
vaccine yesterday. — AFP 

LONDON: Stella Morris, partner of Wikileaks founder Julian Assange, addresses the media outside Westminster
Magistrates Court after he was denied bail yesterday. - AFP 

Iran: A handout photo made available yesterday shows the launching of a drone carrying a missile during a mili-
tary drill at an undisclosed location in central Iran. — AFP 

Armenia PM 
self-isolates, skips
Christmas service
YEREVAN: Armenian Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan -
who faced backlash over a peace deal that ended recent
fighting in the breakaway enclave of Nagorno-Karabakh
- did not attend a Christmas service yesterday and is cur-
rently self-isolating, his press secretary said. The
Armenian Apostolic Church celebrates Christmas on
January 6 and yesterday a national church service was
led by the country’s religious leader Catholicos Garegin.
The service held in the largest cathedral of the capital
Yerevan is usually attended by the country’s leadership
and Pashinyan’s presence was expected. “Due to the epi-
demiological situation the prime minister is in self-isola-
tion,” press secretary Mane Gevorgyan said.  Gevorgyan
did not specify whether the prime minister, who already
had the coronavirus last June, had tested positive again. 

Yesterday morning, several dozen opposition activists
gathered outside the cathedral saying they would not
allow “traitor Pashinyan to enter a holy place”.  Pashinyan
has been under fire at home over the controversial peace
deal with Azerbaijan that ended weeks of clashes over
the ethnic Armenian enclave of Nagorno-Karabakh.
Under the Moscow-brokered accord that was signed in
November, Armenia agreed to cede swathes of territory
to Baku that had been controlled by Armenian separatists
since the 1990s. For weeks, protesters staged rallies
against the ceasefire agreement and demanded
Pashinyan’s resignation. During yesterday’s service,
Catholicos Garegin spoke about the “martyrdom” of
those who died in Karabakh and the “pain and sorrow” of
the Armenians who were forced to flee their homes in the
region.  He said the events of the Karabakh war had
turned the life of Armenians at home and abroad into an
“impenetrable, dark night”. The influential leader of the
Armenian church had earlier spoken in favour of
Pashinyan’s resignation. —AFP

Dutch become last in
EU to give COVID jab
VEGHEL: The Netherlands administered its first coro-
navirus shot to a nursing home worker yesterday, as it
became the last country in the 27-nation EU to start a
vaccination program. The government has been under
fire for its slow rollout of the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine
with Prime Minister Mark Rutte admitting this week
that he was “really disappointed”. The first person to be
inoculated was 39-year-old health worker Sanna
Elkadiri, in a ceremony in the southern town of Veghel
attended by top Dutch officials. “It’s very special that I
have been able to kick this off. And I just hope that soon
many others will actually do this with me,” Elkadiri told
AFP She said she felt “physically normal” after getting
the vaccine. “If you work in healthcare, you just want to
be able to provide your client with full care. And that
just does not work as it is now,” she added. Health
Minister Hugo de Jonge said it was an “amazing
moment” for the Netherlands, despite the slow start. “I
understand that there is criticism, that criticism stems
from impatience... I understand that,” de Jonge told AFP.
“At the same time, I hope that we will also celebrate the
triumph of science, all the enormous achievements of
healthcare, that we also celebrate that together.”

Frontline hospital staff across the country dealing
with COVID-19 patients were to be the first inoculated
during yesterday. The Netherlands is beginning its
vaccination program nearly two weeks after the first
jabs began in the EU on December 27, and almost a
month behind Britain. The government faced withering
criticism in a debate in parliament on Tuesday over the
debacle, with MPs livid that the vaccines had been sit-
ting in freezers for two weeks. “I am really disappoint-
ed that we are doing this two weeks after other coun-
tries,” Rutte told MPs. De Jonge meanwhile admitted
that the government had not been sufficiently “agile” in
rolling out the vaccine. Officials have previously
blamed logistical issues and the need for domestic
authorization.—AFP

US and Iran:
Spiraling tensions 
in the Gulf
NICOSIA: Tensions between Iran and the United States
have escalated over the past 18 months, with a series of
incidents in the Gulf, the latest involving a South Korean
tanker seized by Tehran. Here is a recap:

US deployment 
On May 5, 2019, the US announces the deployment of

an aircraft carrier and a bomber task force to the Middle
East, bringing a military dimension to its standoff with
arch-rival Iran. The move comes almost exactly a year
after Washington unilaterally withdrew from an interna-
tional 2015 deal curbing Iran’s nuclear program and reim-
posed sanctions.

Attacks on ships 
On May 12, four ships, including three oil tankers, are

damaged in mysterious attacks in the Gulf that the US
and Saudi Arabia blame on Iran. Two tankers, Norwegian
and Japanese, come under attack in the Gulf of Oman on
June 13. Washington, London and Riyadh blame Iran,
which denies involvement.

US drone shot down
Iran’s Revolutionary Guards say on June 20 they

shot down a US drone that violated Iranian airspace
near the Strait of Hormuz, a crucial transit point in the
Gulf for world oil exports. The Pentagon confirms the
downing but says the unmanned aircraft was in interna-
tional airspace. US President Donald Trump approves a
retaliatory strike, but cancels it at the last minute. On
July 18, Trump says the US military has taken down an
Iranian drone that came dangerously close to one of its
naval vessels in the Strait of Hormuz. Tensions are
exacerbated by Iran’s seizure of three foreign tankers,
one of which is British-flagged, a move seen as retalia-
tion for Britain impounding an Iranian tanker off
Gibraltar in early July.

Saudi oil attack 
On September 14, aerial attacks claimed by Yemen’s

Iran-backed Huthi rebels spark fires at two major Saudi
oil facilities. Tehran is accused of being responsible but
denies involvement.

US strike kills commander 
On December 31, pro-Iran protesters storm the US

embassy compound in Baghdad, expressing fury over US
strikes against bases of a pro-Iran group in Iraq. Three
days later a US strike kills top Iranian commander Qasem
Soleimani, the commander of the Quds Force, the
Revolutionary Guards’ foreign arm, in Iraq. The Pentagon
says Trump ordered the killing after the siege of the US
embassy. Iran in retaliation launches a volley of missiles at
Iraqi bases housing US and other coalition troops on
January 8, 2020. The same day, Iran shoots down in
“error” a Ukrainian passenger jet shortly after take off
from Tehran, killing all 176 people on board.

New escalation
On April 15, the Pentagon accuses Revolutionary

Guards boats of dangerous and provocative actions after
its vessels harass US ships in the Gulf. A week later Iran
says it has put its first military satellite into orbit.

Nuclear physicist killed
On November 27, one of Iran’s most prominent

nuclear scientists Mohsen Fakhrizadeh is killed near
Tehran in an attack on his convoy. Iran accuses Israel of
having commanded the attack on the scientist, who is lat-
er described as a deputy defense minister. Israel does not
comment on the accusations.

Iran seizes tanker
On January 4, 2021, the Revolutionary Guards seize a

South Korean-flagged tanker in the Gulf for breaking
“environmental laws”. On the same day Iran says it has
started the process to enrich uranium to 20 percent puri-
ty, well beyond the threshold set by the 2015 nuclear deal.
The Pentagon reverses a decision to bring the USS
Nimitz aircraft carrier home from the Gulf. While
demanding the release of its ship, South Korea sends a
destroyer carrying members of its anti-piracy unit
towards the Strait of Hormuz. Seoul then says it will send
a delegation to Iran to negotiate.— AFP 

Iraqi PM’s advisor
sparks pro-Iran ire for
Soleimani comments
BAGHDAD: A top advisor to Iraqi Prime Minister
Mustafa Al-Kadhemi has sparked anger among pro-
Tehran factions in Baghdad with comments about Iran’s
revered commander Qasem Soleimani, whom
Washington assassinated last year. Hosham Dawod’s
comments, made to the BBC, came as people marked the
anniversary of the January 3, 2020 US drone strike near
Baghdad’s international airport that killed Soleimani and
his Iraqi lieutenant, Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis.

Soleimani headed the foreign operations arm of
Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps, while
Muhandis commanded the powerful, state-sponsored
pro-Iranian Hashed al-Shaabi paramilitary network. The
duo had worked closely together. “Soleimani didn’t think
he was just a co-coordinator with Iraq,” Dawod told the
BBC. “He actually believed himself responsible for Iraq.
That is why he entered and left (the country) when he
wanted.”  Pro-Iranian supporters have accused
Kadhemi of complicity in the drone strike, which last
year brought Washington and Tehran to the brink of
war. “The founding principles of the Iraqi state were not
in his (Soleimani’s) priorities,” Dawod said. “So, with
Qaani, we, the Iraqi government, made him apply for a
visa,” he added, referring to Soleimani’s successor,
Esmail Qaani. Dawod’s comments sparked an angry
reaction from Ahmed al-Assadi, one of the leaders of
the Hashed’s parliamentary bloc, who said that
Soleimani had been entering Iraq “officially and legally”
and had been there to “help the government and the
people”.—AFP

Warming driving
Eastern Mediterranean
species collapse: Study
PARIS: Populations of marine molluscs have collapsed
in recent decades in parts of the eastern Mediterranean
as warming waters have made conditions unsuitable for
native species, new research showed yesterday. The
waters off the coast of Israel-among the hottest in the
Mediterranean-have already warmed three degrees
Celsius within four decades, with water temperatures
regularly topping 30C (86 Fahrenheit) in summer. 

An international team of researchers, writing in the
journal Proceedings of Royal Society B, investigated
the effect these warmer waters was having on local

populations of marine molluscs, as well as the arrival of
invasive species from the Red Sea via the Suez Canal.
Paolo Albano, from the University of Vienna’s
Department of Paleontology, initially set out to contrast
populations of local and non-native species along the
Israeli shelf in the eastern Mediterranean. 

But he quickly realised the extent to which local
mollusc populations had declined. “My expectation
was to find a Mediterranean ecosystem with these
‘newcomers’,” he told AFP. “However, after the first
dive, I immediately realized that the problem was
another one: the lack of the native Mediterranean
species, even the most common ones that you would
find everywhere in the Mediterranean.”

Local ‘eradication of species’ 
Albano and his colleagues compared mollusc popu-

lations identified from more than 100 seabed samples
with historical records, finding that only 12 percent of

the molluscs historically present in shallow sediment
were still there. On rocky reefs, that figure stood at just
five percent. The team also estimated that 60 percent
of the remaining mollusc populations studied do not
reach reproductive size, rendering the region a “demo-
graphic sink” for some species. 

Albano said that while other factors could be play-
ing a role in these population collapses, not least the
impact of non-native species and pollution, the overall
trend was likely caused by warming seas. “Tolerance to
temperature is what really matters here and most of the
native Mediterranean species are in the easternmost
Mediterranean Sea at the limits of their tolerance to
temperature,” he said. In contrast to local molluscs,
populations of tropical species entering the
Mediterranean through the Suez Canal were thriving.
This species turnover is causing the onset of a “novel
ecosystem”, the authors said, and the massive loss of
native species is likely too significant to rectify. —AFP



PARIS: “It’s not death that scares me, but not
being alive,” said Francois Mitterrand the day he
passed away on Jan 8, 1996, eight months after
stepping down as France’s president. But a quar-
ter of a century later the enigmatic leader they
called “The Sphinx” still fascinates France - in
particular, the bombshell revelations about his
illegitimate daughter and the illness he kept hid-
den as a “state secret” for 11 years.

Double life 
During his two terms in office France’s first

Socialist president had overseen the end of the
death penalty, the decriminalization of homosex-
uality and grand architectural projects that
remade the capital. An ailing Mitterrand spent
his last days in Paris bedridden in his apartment
near the Eiffel Tower. His entourage knew it was
the end. The 79-year-old had stopped eating
and ended his treatment for advanced prostate
cancer.

Weeks earlier Mitterrand had spent his final
Christmas in Egypt with Mazarine Pingeot - a
young woman who, the French public had learned
a year before, was his daughter from a decades-
long affair.  Over the New Year Mitterrand was
back with his “official” family - his wife Danielle
and their two sons, Jean-Christophe and Gilbert -
at their country home in the southwestern Landes
region.

On the night of Jan 7, Danielle came to visit
Mitterrand in the apartment where he was staying
with Anne Pingeot, his mistress of more than 30
years. Anne held his hand till the end. He died
peacefully in the early morning of Jan 8. The doc-
tor then called Danielle. The government con-
firmed his death at 10:55 am and AFP broke the
news: “Mitterrand is dead.” Jacques Chirac,
French president at  the t ime, cancel led his
appointments while radio stations and television
channels interrupted their schedules.

The statesman 
Visitors flocked to the apartment. Politicians,

artists and friends all came to pay their respects
and see Mitterrand’s body lying in a dark room
beneath an engraving of Venice. Outside, the
public laid flowers. Tributes flooded in for the
“great statesman”, and his “courage” confronting
a cancer he had for the whole 14 years he spent
in  power in  the Elysee Palace. German
Chancellor Helmut Kohl, who 10 years earlier had
held hands with Mitterrand in a landmark gesture
of reconciliation between the two countries at a
ceremony in Verdun, mourned the passing of a
“faithful friend”. 

Hidden illness 
Rumors of Mitterrand’s double life had run a

long time, but the truth was only revealed to the

public in 1994 with a photo scoop on the cover of
Paris-Match magazine showing the president with
a young woman who looked a great deal like him.
She was, the public discovered, Mitterrand’s
daughter Mazarine from his affair with Anne. At
Mitterrand’s funeral, the two lives came together
dramatically.

Jan 11 was a day of national mourning. Flags at

half mast, a minute’s silence in schools, the cere-
mony broadcast live from Notre-Dame with 60
heads of state or government from Kohl to Fidel
Castro in attendance. But all this was eclipsed by
what happened at the private ceremony in Jarnac,
Mitterrand’s nat ive town in the southwest
Charente region. 

Here Mitterrand’s two families walked side-by-
side to the cemetery - Danielle with her two sons,
Anne and Mazarine. When Daniel le took
Mazarine in her arms, the image went around the
world. “Francois was the father of my sons, I was
his wife,” said Danielle. “As for Mazarine, she is
her father’s daughter and that’s it.” 

More secrets 
Days later, more revelations. Paris-Match on

Jan 16 publ ished an unauthorized photo of
Mitterrand on his deathbed with extracts from a
new book by a former doctor c la iming
Mitterrand had “cancer that had spread to the
bones” as early as 1981 when he was first elected
president. The public had only been told of the
prostate cancer in 1992. For his last six months in
the Elysee, he was “no longer capable of govern-
ing”, the doctor said. Politicians on all sides
slammed the violation of medical confidentiality.
But the media called out “cheating” in the presi-
dent’s health reports. The family sued and the
book was banned. — AFP 
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PARIS: In this file photo taken on March 13, 1990,
French President Francois Mitterrand sits in front of a
French flag in Cercy la Tour during his trip in the Nievre
department in central France. — AFP  

Truth of Mitterrand’s double life only revealed in 1994

Mitterrand’s secrets still 
fascinate France 25 yrs on

Bangladeshi
migrant worker
sues employer for
virus ‘imprisonment’
SINGAPORE: A Bangladeshi migrant worker
is suing his ex-employer and dormitory opera-
tor in Singapore, accusing them of “false
imprisonment” after he was locked in his room
during a coronavirus outbreak. The majority of
Singapore’s more than 58,000 cases have
been among low-paid migrants living in
crowded dormitories, sparking criticism of the
affluent city-state’s treatment of its foreign
workforce. 

Construction worker Rahman Mohammad
Hasibur filed a claim last week for Sg$215,000
($163,000) in damages, according to docu-
ments submitted in court and seen by AFP.
Staff at his dormitory, run by Joylicious
Management, had locked Hasibur and up to 20
other workers in their room on April 19, after
one of their roommates was thought to have
contracted the virus and was transferred to a
medical facility.  During this time they were
only able to use the toilet by calling a guard to
come and escort them. Some of the men were
running fevers and the room was hot and poor-
ly ventilated, the documents said. 

After Hasibur reached out to TWC2, a NGO
that supports migrants, the workers were
transferred to a new room with an attached
toilet which was also locked from the outside.
In total, they were confined for 43 hours. “The
plaintiff and his fellow migrant workers were
robbed of their dignity and deprived of their
fundamental human rights during the false
imprisonment,” Hasibur’s claim says. Officials
found the dormitory operator had confined the
workers with consent from their employer, V.
Spec Engineering & Supplies, and imposed a
hiring freeze on the company. — AFP 

KAMPUNG SEMENTEH: Malaysian vil-
lagers were evacuated in an excavator while
others swam through deep waters yesterday
as the number forced from their homes by
floods rose to more than 28,000 with at least
four dead. Flooding hits the country’s east
coast during the rainy season annually and
regularly results in mass evacuations, but
people in some areas say this year’s are the
worst in decades.

The worst-hit state is Pahang, where over
21,000 have been evacuated in recent days,
with almost 4,000 forced from their homes in
Johor and thousands more in other states,
according to the social welfare department.
Four deaths have so far been reported in
Pahang and Johor. Yesterday a group of vil-
lagers was evacuated from the small settle-
ment of Kampung Sementeh in Pahang, which
has been cut off by the floods, in an excava-
tor, an AFP journalist at the scene said. 

A pregnant woman and a sick elderly lady
were among a handful of residents sitting in
the raised shovel of the machine as it drove
along a flooded road, while others hung off
the cab. Residents of another cut-off village
swam through floodwaters about six feet (1.8
metres) deep as they sought to obtain sup-
plies of fresh water and food. “It has been

raining for three days, food is running low,
some shops are closed,” factory worker
Juzaili Mat Zain, 44, who helped organise the
excavator evacuation from Kampung
Sementeh said. “There are no government
boats or heavy trucks to help.”

Electricity had been cut off in the village
and some houses were inundated, he added.
Resident Ahmad Saad Mohamad, 48, said it
was the area’s worst floods for four decades.

“We are disappointed and angry,” he told
AFP. “It has been three days and there has
been no government aid.” This year’s floods
come against the backdrop of a worsening
coronavirus outbreak, with some fearful they
could be exposed to Covid-19 in crowded
relief centers. The government insists it has
taken steps to prevent the virus spreading,
including ordering officials to screen evacu-
ated villagers. —AFP 

LANCHANG, Malaysia: Residents ride a digger through floodwaters following a heavy monsoon downpour
in Pahang state yesterday. — AFP 

China’s Hong Kong 
crackdown escalates 
with mass arrests
HONG KONG: China’s crackdown in Hong Kong
escalated dramatically yesterday with police arrest-
ing more than 50 opposition figures in their largest
operation since a draconian security law was
imposed on the financial hub. The sweep is the lat-
est salvo in Beijing’s battle to stamp out dissent in
the semi-autonomous city after millions hit the
streets in 2019 with huge and sometimes violent
democracy protests. Police confirmed 53 people-
including a US citizen-were arrested for “subver-
sion” in an early morning operation that involved
about 1,000 officers. 

The charges were sparked by an attempt by
opposition groups last year to win a majority in the
city’s partially-elected legislature. Hong Kong’s
security chief John Lee described the arrests as
“necessary” and aimed at a group of people who
tried to “sink Hong Kong into an abyss” and “over-
throw the government”. Beijing’s Liaison Office in
Hong Kong said those facing prosecution “strategi-
cally organized or implemented a plan to paralyze
the government”.

But the operation sparked a rebuke from Antony
Blinken, US President-elect Joe Biden’s pick for
secretary of state, who said authorities were
launching “an assault on those bravely advocating
for universal rights”. “The Biden-Harris administra-
tion will stand with the people of Hong Kong and
against Beijing’s crackdown on democracy,” he
added. The EU-which recently agreed a major
investment deal with Beijing-called for the “imme-
diate release” of those arrested and said it was
eyeing possible further sanctions on China over the
crackdown.

Those detained represented a broad cross-sec-
tion of Hong Kong’s opposition, from veteran former
pro-democracy lawmakers such as James To,
Andrew Wan, Lam Cheuk-ting and Claudia Mo to a
host of younger activists. Among the youth cam-
paigners were Gwyneth Ho, a former journalist
turned social activist, district councilor Tiffany Yuen
and Jeffrey Andrews, a campaigner known for

working with ethnic minorities. Colleagues of
Joshua Wong, one of the city’s most famous democ-
racy activists, who is currently in jail, said via his
official Facebook account that his home was
searched.

‘Night of the long knives’ 
National security police also searched a law

firm known for taking on human rights cases. John
Clancey, an American lawyer working for the firm,
was arrested on suspicion of subversion, two
sources told AFP. It is the first time a US national
has been detained under the new law. A fluent
Cantonese speaker and long-term Hong Kong
resident, Clancey is a veteran legal activist.
“Continue to work for democracy and human
rights in Hong Kong,” he told reporters as he was
led away by officers.

The police operation also involved the media.
Three local news outlets-Stand News, Apple Daily
and Inmediahk-said national security police visited
to request documents. Some of the remaining mem-
bers of Hong Kong’s rapidly diminishing pro-
democracy bloc gathered for a press conference
yesterday afternoon, raising fists and shouting “Free
all political prisoners!” Nathan Law, a prominent
democracy leader who fled overseas last year, used
social media to accuse authorities of trying to
“extinguish the flames of resistance” in the city.

The foundations of yesterday’s mass arrests were
laid last summer when pro-democracy parties
organized an unofficial primary for local legislative

elections which were ultimately scrapped altogeth-
er. Only half the legislature’s 70-seats are popularly
elected. The campaign’s aim was to win all 35 elect-
ed seats, take a majority in the legislature for the
first time and try to block government policies.
More than 600,000 Hong Kongers turned out to
vote in the unofficial poll which infuriated Beijing.
Chinese officials at the time warned any attempt to
win a majority and block government policies con-
stituted “subversion” under the new security law.

New security powers 
The national security law was imposed on Hong

Kong in late June in response to the 2019 protests,
targeting acts Beijing deems to be secession, sub-
version, terrorism and collusion with foreign forces.
Officials said the security law would target only an
“extreme minority”. But it swiftly silenced dissent
and outlawed a host of peaceful political views with
dozens of prominent figures targeted even before
yesterday’s operation. 

Over the course of the last year, prominent
democracy supporters have been arrested, jailed,
barred from politics or have fled overseas. National
security crimes carry a maximum of life in prison and
bail is not usually granted for those who are charged.
The law also toppled the legal firewall between Hong
Kong’s independent judiciary and the mainland’s
Communist Party-controlled courts. China has
claimed jurisdiction over especially serious security
crimes and allowed its security agents to operate
openly in the city for the first time. —  AFP 

HONG KONG: Chairman of the Civic Party Alan Leong and other members hold a press conference at the party head-
quarters yesterday following the arrest of dozens of opposition figures under the National Security Law. —AFP 

Floods hit Malaysia 
villagers as 28,000 
evacuated

Hazara Shiites refuse 
to bury the dead as 
protest continues
QUETTA: Hundreds of mourners in Pakistan protested yes-
terday for a fourth day alongside the bodies of miners killed
in a brutal attack claimed by the Islamic State group, as offi-
cials urged them to bury their dead.  Up to 2,500 people
from the minority Shiite Hazara community have since
Sunday blocked a road on the outskirts of Quetta, capital of
oil and gas-rich Balochistan province, demanding better pro-
tection. There were also protests in the port city of Karachi.

Ten miners were kidnapped by gunmen from a remote
colliery before being taken to nearby hills where most were
shot dead. Some were beheaded, said officials who did not
want to be named. The community’s refusal to bury the bod-
ies is symbolic in Muslim-majority Pakistan, where according
to Islamic culture people should be buried within 24 hours,
before the next sunset.  “This is systematic ethnic cleansing
of Hazaras in Balochistan and our security forces are behav-
ing like lame ducks, doing nothing,” said Zainab Ahman, an
activist among the mourners.

Ethnic Hazaras make up most of the Shiite population in
Quetta, the capital of Balochistan-the country’s largest and
poorest region, rife with ethnic, sectarian and separatist
insurgencies. Their Central Asian features make them easy
targets for Sunni militants who consider them heretics. Two
ministers, representing Prime Minister Imran Khan, flew to
Quetta yesterday to try to convince the mourners to end the
protest. Khan tweeted that the government was taking steps
to prevent such attacks, but gave no details. —AFP 



NEW YORK:  Oil prices shot higher
following Saudi Arabia’s surprise
announcement that it would trim pro-
duction, while global equities had a
mixed session as governments contend
with coronavirus outbreaks and difficul-
ties with vaccinations.

The price of the main US oil contract,
WTI, jumped more than five percent
higher at one point to hit $50 a barrel for
the first time since February. Members of
the oil cartel OPEC and their partners
agreed Tuesday to raise output slightly
in February and March, but only in
Russia and Kazakhstan, while Saudi
Arabian Energy Minister Prince
Abdulaziz bin Salman announced that
the country would cut its own produc-
tion by one million barrels per-day in
both months.

“Saudi Arabia put the cherry on the
cake and if there is one way to describe
what its voluntary cut means for the
market, ‘happy hour’ is a pretty fitting
term,” Rystad Energy’s Bjornar
Tonhaugen said of the surprise Saudi
announcement. “They say there is no
such thing as a free meal, but it’s difficult
to see how a beast of a one million bpd
cut is justified behind closed Saudi
strategist doors.”

The news lifted petroleum-linked
stocks on Wall Street, including

Hallburton, Occidental Petroleum and
Apache, all of which gained at least eight
percent.

COVID-19 headwinds 
Major US indices also advanced fol-

lowing better-than-expected US manu-
facturing data and car sales as markets
monitored Georgia elections that will
determine control of the US Senate.
The gains on Wall Street came after
stocks pulled back Monday on worries
that a Democratic sweep of the two
Georgia Senate runoffs would clear the
way for tax increases and other major
legislative changes.

But news of fresh lockdowns and slow
vaccination campaigns kept European
stocks mostly on the back foot. London
stocks managed to end the day with a gain
of 0.6 percent, helped by the strong per-
formance of oil stocks on the FTSE 100.

But the UK on Tuesday began imple-
menting new national restrictions set to
last weeks, as the country is beset by a
new variant of the coronavirus that
apparently spreads faster.  For the mar-
kets, the news was counterbalanced in
part by the announcement of an extra
£4.6-billion package for virus-battered
businesses.

Frankfurt fell 0.6 percent as Germany
was set to extend a shutdown in

Europe’s top economy and Paris gave up
0.4 percent as the French government
scrambled to speed up a slow rollout of
Covid-19 vaccines. “The mood has
soured somewhat as a result of the
national lockdowns which are once again
coming into force or being extended,”
OANDA analyst Craig Erlam said.

“This was maybe inevitable anyway
as a result of the (Christmas) festivities
taking place in the midst of an already
severe wave of COVID-19 but the new
variant has thrown another spanner in
the works.”

OPEC+ move
Members of the oil cartel OPEC and

their partners agreed Tuesday to raise
output slightly in February and March,
but only in Russia and Kazakhstan.

Overall the amount of crude oil the
group has voluntarily withdrawn from
global markets is to decline from 7.2 mil-
lion barrels per day to 7.125 mbd in
February, and 7.05 mbd in March, the
OPEC+ group said in a statement issued
at the end of its first ministerial meeting
of the year.

It called at the same time for caution
on the part of those active in the sector
owing to the coronavirus pandemic.

To ensure the market is not flooded
with oil while pandemic-related risks to

demand remain high, OPEC kingpin
Saudi Arabia decided to cut its own pro-
duction by one million barrels per day in
both months, Energy Minister Prince
Abdulaziz bin Salman told a press con-
ference. Oil prices spiked as news of the
decision emerged, leaping by around 5.0
percent to more than $50 a barrel
around 1830 GMT.

The decision represents a compro-
mise between two of the biggest oil pro-
ducers, Russia and Saudi Arabia,
because Moscow had wanted to raise

overall crude output by 500,000 barrels
per day starting in February.

Disagreements on the way forward
are nothing new for the OPEC+ group-
ing, which must factor in a pandemic
that shows no sign of abating and a
vaccination campaign which has strug-
gled to make headway in some parts of
the world. Demand for crude cratered
under the effects of the virus in 2020
and oil-producing nations have been
trying to adjust output accordingly to
underpin prices. —AFP
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Oil prices surge as Saudi pledges to
slim production to balance price

VIENNA: In this file photo, the logo of the OPEC is seen at the organization’s headquarter on the
eve of the 164th OPEC meeting in Vienna, Austria. — AFP

Cross-Channel trade 
bumps emerge 
post-Brexit
PARIS: For months officials pledged the flow of
goods and services between Britain and the EU
would remain smooth after Brexit, but a series of
hiccups and delays shows the days of frictionless
trade might well be over. Here are some of the
problems that have cropped up since Britain’s offi-
cial exit from the bloc on January 1, despite a last-
minute deal on future trade relations.

Supply strains 
New customs and administrative formalities are

now required for British goods entering the
European Union-except, in theory,  between Spain
and the British territory of Gibraltar, and between
Northern Ireland (Britain) and Ireland (EU). While
the majority of shipments have continued, others
have become targets of the more stringent checks.

On Friday, six freight loads bound for EU-mem-
ber Ireland were turned away at the port of Holyhead
in Wales for not having the correct paperwork, Stena
Line ferries said. Even in Northern Ireland, reports
have emerged of shortages at Sainsbury’s grocery
stores because of new Export Health Certificates
required for food entering from Britain.

“A small number of our products are temporarily
unavailable for our customers in Northern Ireland
while border arrangements are confirmed,”

Sainsbury’s said in a statement.
And in France this week, many fresh food shelves

stood empty at Marks and Spencer stores in Paris
after they were unable to secure popular sandwich-
es, pork pies and other British fare made in Britain.

“Due to new UK/EU import legislation, we’re
sorry some of your favorites might be missing.
We’re working hard to get them back soon,” signs
said in both French and English. “I had never imag-
ined that this could be a consequence. It’s a shame,
I come at least once or twice a week,” Anne, an
architect, told AFP outside an M&S Food store on
the Boulevard Montmartre.

European retailers have reported difficulties in
selling to British buyers because of new rules on the

application of value-added sales taxes (VAT). As of
January 1, Britain requires a customs declaration on
all packages going between the United Kingdom
and the EU, and merchandise is subject to VAT.

To make things more complicated: For products
sent to Britain valued at less than 135 pounds (150
euros, $185), it’s the seller who pays the tax. But if the
value exceeds 135 pounds, VAT is charged to the
recipient-forcing EU businesses to scramble to
revamp their policies. Scandinavian Outdoor, a cloth-
ing and equipment retailer based in Finland, halted
sales to Britain altogether. “Ordering will be possible
as soon as our UK VAT-registration and the overall
process of selling to the UK post-Brexit has been
sorted out!” says a message on its website. — AFP

OPEC+ approves slight crude output increases

BRISTOL: An aerial view shows lines of new Honda cars parked up at the Royal Portbury Dock in Avonmouth, near
Bristol in south-west England. — AFP

Beijing slams ‘bullying’ 
US over Trump order 
on Chinese apps
BEIJING: Beijing accused the US yesterday of
“bullying” after President Donald Trump ordered a
ban on a series of Chinese apps in his last weeks in
office, branding them a threat to national security.

Under the Trump administration Beijing and
Washington have clashed repeatedly over trade,
technology, human rights and the origins of the
coronavirus pandemic. In the latest move to
raise tensions, Trump ordered a ban on transac-
tions involving Alipay, WeChat Pay and other
apps linked to Chinese companies, saying they
could route user information to the government
in Beijing.

Foreign ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying
said yesterday the move was an example of “bully-
ing” by the US, and accused Washington of
“stretching the concept of national security.”

“This harms both itself and others.”  Trump’s
executive order is to take effect in 45 days-just
weeks after he is replaced in the White House by
President-elect Joe Biden on January 20. But a
senior administration official said the order and its
implementation have not been discussed with the
“potential incoming Biden administration.” The
apps targeted by the new ban were chosen
because of the extremely high number of down-
loads, which meant tens of millions of users could
be at risk of having their data harvested, according

to the administration official.
Trump’s order specifically named apps includ-

ing Alipay, QQ Wallet, Tencent QQ, WeChat Pay
and WPS Office. Alipay and Tencent did not
respond to queries. Previous executive orders
aimed at banning TikTok-which is owned by
China-based ByteDance-were derailed by court
rulings indicating Trump had overstepped his
legal authority. Hua said the new order would” of
course have some impact on related Chinese
companies, but more important might be that it
damages the interests of American consumers
and the US.” “The US talks about a free market
economy and fair competition, but how does it
behave?” she said. 

Details vague 
The executive order leaves it to the secretary of

commerce to recommend which kinds or transac-
tions with apps to prevent and how. The Trump
administration last week appealed a federal court
ruling which allows TikTok to keep operating in
the United States despite a move to block the
popular social media application on national secu-
rity grounds. The Justice Department filed the
appeal seeking to enforce a ban on TikTok
ordered by Trump, who has argued that the app’s
Chinese parent company may use TikTok for espi-
onage and to spread disinformation.

The ban had been rejected by US District Judge
Carl Nichols and in a parallel  case fi led in
Pennsylvania. Nichols said TikTok’s lawyers had
demonstrated that the Commerce Department
likely overstepped its authority by seeking to ban
the popular app and “acted in an arbitrary and

capricious manner by failing to consider obvious
alternatives.” TikTok has repeatedly defended
itself against allegations of data transfers to the
Chinese government, saying it stores user informa-
tion on servers in the United States and Singapore.
It has a further fight on its hands over an August 14
executive order from Trump to force ByteDance to
sell its US operations to an American buyer.

Washington is in a tense trade battle with
Beijing, and Trump’s administration has stepped up
warnings about China’s growing economic and
military power. — AFP

BEIJING: China accused the US yesterday of “bullying”
after President Donald Trump ordered a ban on a series
of Chinese apps in his last weeks in office, branding
them a threat to national security.

Ireland expects 2020
deficit of €19 billion
DUBLIN: Ireland expects a €19 billion deficit for
2020 after an “unprecedented” slew of spending to
offset the effects of the coronavirus crisis, the
finance ministry said Tuesday.

Finance minister Paschal Donohoe said the
Republic had expected to deliver a surplus of
around €2.5 billion ($3.1 billion) before the coron-
avirus pandemic upended the economy in the
spring of 2020. But soaring government spending
saw an exchequer deficit of €12.3 billion registered
for the year as tax receipts generally shrank during
numerous coronavirus lockdowns. The slide into a
2020 “estimated deficit” of €19 billion to the gener-
al state coffers-around 5.5 per cent of GDP-
demonstrates “the government’s response is
unprecedented in our country’s history,” Donohoe
said in a statement.

“The government will continue to use the
resources of the state to protect the most vulnera-
ble, support businesses and sustain incomes until
our country emerges from this pandemic.” In
October Ireland unveiled its “largest ever” budget
package for 2021. Dublin pledged additional spend-
ing of over €17.75 billion as the nation braced for
the twin economic fallout of Brexit and the ongoing
pandemic. Minister for public expenditure Michael
McGrath said the government had committed
roughly €9 billion to unemployment and employer
wage subsidy payments throughout 2020. — AFP

Czechs hope special 
COVID currency 
will boost economy
PRAGUE: A Czech town will soon launch its
own “corrent” currency under a project designed
to help local businesses hit by the Covid-19 lock-
down, its architect said Tuesday. Through the
Corrency project — whose name is a fusion of
the words coronavirus and currency — the
town’s residents will receive funds to spend at
local shops, restaurants, cinemas and elsewhere.

“The project stemmed from the need to help
an economy short on household liquidity,” said
economist Pepe Rafaj, who came up with the idea
while quarantined in March. The pilot project is
set for the southeastern town of Kyjov, where
2,000 volunteers will each receive 400 corrents
— equal to 400 Czech crowns (15 euros, $19) to
spend at participating outlets. When paying, cus-
tomers will cover half of the sum with corrents
and the other half with crowns.

“Each citizen will have an electronic wallet.
The retailer will use a website and insert the cit-
izen’s code to deduct the sum in corrents,” Rafaj
said. The intention is to encourage people to
spend money, which will raise revenue for local
retailers — international outlets not included —
and thus tax income for the state. —AFP



WASHINGTON: The World Bank on Tuesday down-
graded its outlook for the global economy, and warned 
the situation could deteriorate if COVID-19 infections 
accelerate or the vaccine rollout is delayed. The coro-
navirus pandemic also has worsened the risks sur-
rounding the rising debt load in developing nations, 
and it will take a global effort to avoid a new crisis in 
those economies, the bank cautioned. 

After shrinking 4.3 percent in 2020, the world 
economy is projected to grow by 4.0 percent this 
year, two-tenths lower than previously forecast, as 
more than half of countries were downgraded in the 
semi-annual Global Economic Prospects report. 
China was a bright spot with a surprisingly fast 
recovery in 2020, but advanced countries which did 
better last year will fare worse in 2021, the bank said. 

The report warns the outlook remains “highly 
uncertain,” and GDP growth could be as low as 1.6 
percent this year if the downside risks materialize. 
With millions driven into poverty by the coronavirus 
recession, countries will need to find a way to move 
beyond direct aid and reignite investment to stimu-
late growth, the Washington-based development 

lender urged. Policymakers face “formidable chal-
lenges... as they try to ensure that this still fragile 
global recovery gains traction and sets a foundation 
for robust growth,” World Bank President David 
Malpass said. 

The expectation for a subdued recovery “assumes 
that vaccine rollout becomes widespread” and the 
economic reopening continues, Malpass told 
reporters. But even if the pace of growth holds 
steady, global GDP in 2022 will be 4.4 percent below 
pre-pandemic levels, the bank said. 

And, further out, the “lasting damage to health, 
education and balance sheets” may lower the global 
economy’s potential output, the report said. 

 
Poor hurt the most  

Focus on policies to boost investment will be 
needed to counter “the pandemic’s lasting scars,” 
including through investment in green infrastructure 
which can boost growth while at the same time 
addressing climate change, the report said. Malpass 
said that would include phasing out fossil fuel subsi-
dies and providing incentives for green technologies. 

The Chinese economy is expected to expand by 
nearly eight percent this year, after two percent 
growth in 2020, while US GDP is projected to gain 
3.5 percent-a half point lower than the June forecast. 
Excluding China, developing nations as a group will 
see growth of just 3.4 percent, the report said. 

The inequality of the downturn and the recovery 
was “dramatic,” and drove a “devastating rise in 
extreme poverty,” Malpass said.  “People at the bot-
tom of the income scale were hardest hit” by the 
recession, and “unfortunately will likely be the slow-
est to regain jobs, get health care, vaccinations and 
adjust to the post-Covid economy,” he said. 

‘Red alert’  
The pandemic also exacerbated the debt risks of 

developing nations. “The global community needs to 
act rapidly and forcefully to make sure the recent 
debt accumulation does not end with a string of debt 
crises,” said Ayhan Kose, acting World bank vice 
president for Equitable Growth and Financial 
Institutions.  “The developing world cannot afford 
another lost decade.”  Malpass said that the situation 

is a “red alert” with some low-income countries facing 
deep debt distress, and the more they are forced to 
pay to service pre-pandemic debt, the less they have 
for health care and investment. 

China, which holds 65 percent of the debt of the 
lowest-income countries, has a key role to play in 
addressing the challenge, and Malpass again called on 
the country to provide transparency on the terms of the 
loans, including collateral and interest rates. — AFP 
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World Bank warns global recovery  
could erode if virus cases worsen 

World economy projected to grow by 4.0% this year

WASHINGTON, DC: In this file photo the World Bank headquarters is viewed in Washington, DC. The coronavirus pandemic has 
worsened the risks surrounding the rising debt load in developing nations, and it will take a global effort to avoid a new crisis, 
the World Bank warned. — AFP 

David Malpass 

BERLIN: German listed companies must include 
women on their executive boards as part of a landmark 
bill agreed by the country’s coalition government yes-
terday after voluntary efforts failed to close a gender 
gap. Listed companies with four executives or more 
must appoint at least one woman to their boards, 
according to a draft law to be voted on by parliament. 
The law sends “a very strong signal”, Justice Minister 
Christine Lambrecht told reporters, urging corporations 
to “take advantage of the opportunity presented by 
highly qualified women”. 

“We can show that Germany is on the way to 
becoming a modern society fit for the future,” Family 
Affairs Minister Franziska Giffey said. Germany, 
Europe’s top economy, fares relatively poorly in terms 
of representation of women in senior positions.  

Just 12.8 percent of management board members at 
Germany’s 30 largest listed companies-those in 
Frankfurt’s blue-chip DAX index-are women, according 
to the AllBright Foundation, which works to promote 
boardroom diversity. By comparison, women take up 
28.6 percent of top roles in the United States, 24.5 per-
cent in Britain and 22.2 percent in France, AllBright said. 

Female representation has fallen back in Germany 
during the coronavirus pandemic, the only major econo-
my to see such a decline, with 11 DAX companies still 
led by all-male board executives, AllBright said in 
October. Women earn an average 20 percent less than 
men in Germany, compared with 14 percent less across 
the European Union. 

No DAX company is currently led by a woman, with 
pharmaceutical firm Merck set to break the country’s 
glass ceiling when Belen Garijo takes over in May. 
Companies in which the government holds a majority 
stake will have stricter rules, with at least one woman on 
management boards with more than two members. 
German research institute DIW said it welcomed the 
women’s quota but noted that female participation in 
management boards continues to move at a “snail’s 
pace”. —AFP

SAN FRANCISCO: Apple is making environ-
mental and social values factors it will weigh 
when calculating bonuses for top executives, 
according to a regulatory filing on Tuesday. 

The change taking effect this year is intend-
ed to motivate Apple executives “to meet 
exceptionally high standards of values-driven 
leadership in addition to delivering strong 
financial results,” the Silicon Valley technology 
titan said in proxy documents filed with the 
Securities and Exchange Commission. 

Financial targets and thresholds for execu-
tive bonuses at Apple will not change, the 
iPhone maker said. “Beginning in 2021, an 
environmental, social, and governance modifi-
er based on Apple Values and other key com-
munity initiatives will be incorporated into our 
annual cash incentive program,” Apple said in 
the filing. 

Living up to Apple’s stated values regarding 
sustainable energy, workplace diversity and 
other environmental and social issues will be 
among factors considered when deciding 
whether bonuses should be increased or 
decreased by as much as 10 percent, according 
to the company. 

“We’ve led the industry in reducing our 
environmental footprint for years and are com-
mitted to one day sourcing 100 percent recy-
cled and renewable materials across all of our 
products and packaging,” Apple said in a sec-
tion of the filing outlining its values. 

“We believe diversity drives innovation and 
is key to our success.” Apple is to report is 
earnings for the final three months of last year 
on January 27, and has a virtual annual share-
holders meeting slated for February 23. — AFP 

Apple ties exec  
bonuses to social, 
green values

BERLIN: This file photo shows a woman surrounded by men at 
the chancellery in Berlin. — AFP

Germany to require  
women on large  
firms’ boards

European stocks  
rally, dollar falls 
 
 
LONDON: European stock markets rallied yester-
day, led by London which jumped more than two 
percent as traders reacted to a surge in oil prices. 

Asian indices closed lower however as coron-
avirus fallout also dominated the direction of mar-
kets worldwide. Bitcoin surged to a record peak at 
$35,841 as the world’s most popular cryptocurrency 
extended its stellar rise on booming investor 
demand. 

The dollar fell as US Democrats claimed the first 
of two key Senate election runoffs that edged them 
closer to taking control of both houses of Congress. 
“A dual win should lead to... a weaker dollar as the 
fiscal situation would be seen as unsustainable,” 
commented Sebastien Galy, of Nordea Investment 
in reference to the elections in Georgia. 

Dealers believe that a double win for the 
Democrats would allow US President-elect Joe 
Biden to push through measures such as tax hikes 
and market regulations. And while it could also pave 
the way for additional fiscal stimulus, some fear that 

would lead to higher inflation and raised interest 
rates. Record low borrowing costs put in place by 
the Federal Reserve at the start of the COVID crisis 
have been a crucial driver of surging equity prices 
from their March lows. 

Meanwhile, oil prices rose slightly after soaring 
by almost five percent Tuesday as Saudi Arabia 
offered to cut output by a million barrels in 
February and March.  The announcement sent WTI 
above $50 for the first time in 11 months, while 
shares in European oil major such as BP and Shell 
shot higher in reaction. The move soothed worries 
about global demand, given that new lockdowns 
which could last months in some countries, were 
likely to stunt travel again. 

A surge in COVID cases globally has forced sev-
eral governments to reimpose lockdowns and other 
strict containment measures. Analysts said that 
while new restrictions, worrying infection spikes 
and stuttering vaccine distribution in some coun-
tries were jangling nerves on trading floors, dealers 
were looking ahead to the second half of the year. 

“Euphoria and dreams of the efficient distribu-
tion are now replaced with the unfortunate logisti-
cal rollout reality,” remarked Axi strategist Stephen 
Innes. “Markets will remain focused on the end of 
the tunnel, regardless of its length.” — AFP 

LONDON: Bitcoin’s record-breaking and volatile 
2020, aided by increased popularity among individual 
investors, could be set for calmer times according to 
specialists, despite the new year starting with more 
sizeable swings. Having quadrupled in price last year 
also on strong institutional interest, the leading virtual 
currency soared by 20 percent in just 72 hours to reach 
an all-time high $34,792 on Sunday.  

On Tuesday around 1630 GMT it stood at $32,570. 
Since mid-December, “you finally saw (individual)... 
investors come in”, noted Antoni Trenchev, co-founder 
of specialist cryptocurrency platform Nexo. 

Bitcoin purchases have opened up to the wider 
public thanks to the ability to buy fractions of one 
whole unit, while Paypal account holders can now use 
the virtual currency for online transactions. 

But even buying fractions of one bitcoin can leave 
small investors with big losses. “If you want to get 
caught up in day-to-day movements, you need to be a 
pro with the stomach for stormy waters,” Trenchev told 
AFP.  “There’s no certainty in any asset class, bitcoin 
least of all,” he cautioned.  The cryptocurrency’s recent 
highs were achieved at weekends and during the festive 
period when many brokers were away from work.  

Correction or crash? 
Fawad Razaqzada, analyst for ThinkMarkets, 

believes like several analysts that a longer-lasting price 
correction awaits. “The extended run means a lot of 
investors and speculators will be happy to book profit 
on the first sign of weakness, especially in the current 
economic climate,” he forecast.  

As the price approached $25,000 towards the end 
of last year, the boss of financial consultants deVere, 
Nigel Green, announced he had sold half his bitcoins. 

“It should now be treated as any other investment-
that’s to say, where possible, it’s better to sell high and 
re-buy in the dips,” Green said. In its 12-year history, 
bitcoin has suffered several wild price swings with 
rebounds not always immediate. 

Despite the volatility, many investment funds con-
tinue to buy bitcoin, while banking giants have com-
pared it to haven investment gold. Debate rages over 
the status of the digital asset, launched in late 2008, as 
to whether it should be considered a form of money, an 
asset or a commodity. While its biggest critics contin-
ue to criticize bitcoin’s apparent disconnect from the 
real economy, other analysts believe it can avoid 
repeating past crashes while also igniting wider inter-
est in its rivals. “Bitcoin’s wild swings will likely spark 
interest into some of the other cryptocurrencies, such 
as ethereum,” said Oanda trading group analyst 
Edward Moya. Unlike bitcoin, ethereum has not 
returned to its all-time high but the second biggest 
cryptocurrency in terms of market capitalization has 
seen its price soar by 70 percent in the past month to 
reach $1,000. —AFP 

Where next for 
bitcoin after  
record-breaking year?

Amazon buys jets  
from airlines to  
bolster deliveries 
 
 
SAN FRANCISCO: Amazon on Tuesday 
announced it bought jets from a pair of airlines, bol-
stering its delivery network as online shopping 
booms and travel withers during the pandemic. 

The e-commerce colossus launched its air ship-
ping division four years ago, but had previously 
relied on leased jets. The Seattle-based company 
said it bought 11 Boeing 767-300 aircraft, seven of 
them from Delta and four from WestJet. “Our goal is 
to continue delivering for customers across the US 
in the way that they expect from Amazon, and pur-
chasing our own aircraft is a natural next step 
toward that goal,” Amazon Global Air vice president 

Sarah Rhoads said in a release. “Having a mix of 
both leased and owned aircraft in our growing fleet 
allows us to better manage our operations, which in 
turn helps us to keep pace in meeting our customer 
promises.” 

The aircraft purchased from WestJet are being 
converted from handling passengers to cargo and 
will become part of Amazon’s fleet this year, 
according to the company. The jets bought from 
Delta are not expected to be put to work in 
Amazon’s fleet until 2022. 

Amazon Air is expanding globally and incorpo-
rating the use of sustainable aviation fuel and 
ground equipment powered by electricity from 
solar panels, according to the company. Amazon has 
invested heavily in expanding and strengthening its 
distribution network, starting long before the pan-
demic caused a surge of business at the e-com-
merce titan’s platform. Meanwhile, Covid-19 risks 
have crushed the travel industry, causing airlines to 
consider selling off aircraft to reduce costs and 
bring in cash. —AFP 

Fle photo shows the Amazon logo at the 855,000-square-foot Amazon fulfillment center in Staten Island, one of the 
five boroughs of New York City. — AFP
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KUWAIT: Ooredoo Telecom, the first to intro-
duce innovative digital services in Kuwait, prom-
ises to deliver an enhanced 5G experience from
Algeria to South East Asia. Throughout these
key markets, football superstar Leonel Messi is
assisting in raising awareness of the advantages
to consumers of adopting Ooredoo services as
their own.

Research shows that, for contemporary cus-
tomers in the 18 to 45 demographic, online video
is a key priority across the trinity of communica-
tion, information and entertainment. This need has
also sharpened in recent months with a growing
focus on online learning and working from home,
underpinned by video calling and videoconfer-
encing. Taken together, these factors make fast
and reliable connections vital.

As Messi has helped to explain in seven key
markets - Qatar, Kuwait, Oman, Algeria, Tunisia,
Myanmar and the Maldives - consistent service
and delivery is essential for the speedy delivery
of online content.

At the outset of the new campaign, Abdulaziz
Yaqoub Al-Babtain, Chief Executive Officer,
Ooredoo Kuwait said: “It makes me proud to see
our topnotch networks take the role in bringing
people together online allowing them to experi-
ence new ways of engaging. Independent testing
of Ooredoo Kuwait’s 5G network has logged
both its speed and reliability as the first such
national communications system, and it points to
the future we hope to deliver in other countries
moving forward.”

Ooredoo has recently achieved a world record,
being the first globally to have successfully tested
the 200MHz spectrum and reached a world
record throughput of 4Gbps. This means that
customers will be able to enjoy the internet at a
whole new level, with unprecedented quality of
streaming services, remote learning, cloud gam-
ing and augmented and Virtual Reality applica-
tions. This also offers new opportunities for busi-
nesses to create new revenue streams and drive
efficiencies in areas including smart cities, health

care, logistics and many others.
Ooredoo Kuwait promises continuing investing

in it networks to ensure seamless connectivity, its
5G ecosystem is continually evolving and net-
work capacity is increasing. A widening range -
in quality and quantity - of customer devices can

now be added to and supported across both
types of system.

Network enhancements and improved connec-
tivity will also pave the way for greater use of
artificial intelligence (AI), VR, and the Internet of
Things.

US manufacturers 
power through 
Dec COVID surge
WASHINGTON: The resurgence of COVID-19
in the United States did not hold back factories
in December, which saw activity grow faster than
expected, according to an industry survey
released Tuesday. The Institute for Supply
Management’s (ISM) manufacturing index rose
to 60.7 percent last month, defying forecasts that
it would decline slightly as the world’s largest
economy struggled with surging levels of coron-
avirus infections.

“Manufacturing performed well for the sev-
enth straight month, with demand, consump-
tion and inputs registering strong growth com-
pared to November,” survey chair Timothy R.
Fiore said.

Manufacturing activity plummeted when the
COVID-19 pandemic began in March, but has
regained ground since. December’s result was 3.2
points higher than November and the seventh
consecutive month above the 50-percent thresh-
old indicating growth.

New orders rose 2.8 points to 67.9 percent last
month, while production jumped four points to
64.8 percent.  The employment index also rose to
51.5 percent, returning to expansionary territory. 

But Ian Shepherdson of Pantheon
Macroeconomics warned that was “nothing like
enough to signal a full recovery in manufacturing
jobs anytime soon.” Sixteen of 18 industries sur-
veyed reported growth last month, including the
six largest, Fiore said, with the survey receiving
three positive comments from companies for
every cautious one. “Business is stronger than
expected, with higher demand for many prod-
ucts. Volatility continues due to the very persist-
ent pandemic and associated risks,” a company
in the electrical equipment, appliances and com-
ponents industry told the survey.

Oren Klachkin of Oxford Economics warned
the index could struggle in coming months,
amid increasing cases and the smaller-than-
expected stimulus package approved by
Congress last month. 

Klachkin pointed to a nearly six-point rise in
the supplier deliveries index-which is inversely
correlated and means factories are seeing slow-
downs in the supplies they need. “Factories will
face headwinds from the virus’ recent resur-
gence, slower economic recovery and ongoing
supply chain disruptions and shortages,”
Klachkin said. “While we can be confident that
vaccines will bring the pandemic to an eventual
end, broad recovery risks will remain tilted to
downside risks in the near term.” —AFP

First network globally to have successfully tested the 200MHz spectrum

Ooredoo launches next gen network 
campaign in collaboration with Messi

Al-Rayan schools, 
Microsoft conduct 
remote e-learning 
KUWAIT: Al-Rayan schools and Microsoft are
working together to ensure full continuity of edu-
cation in Kuwait, as they team up to ensure the
delivery of remote e-learning for more than
13,000 students from five schools. This interac-
tive program is powered by Microsoft Teams.

The move comes as the unprecedented situa-
tion created due to COVID-19 has seen schools
across Kuwait physically close to support public
health and safety. In order to provide a positive
response to this with full continuity for education,
Al-Rayan efficiently coordinated with Microsoft
to ensure that its students have full capability to
continue their education. Delivery of this aim is
supported through a 900-strong team of special-
ly trained teachers and administrators to conduct

online sessions every day.
“Since the COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted

the normal lifestyle of people across the globe,
the virtual world has ensured continuity from
work to social to education,” said Lana Othman
Al-Ayyar, Chief Executive Officer of Al-Rayan.
“Al Rayan has enhanced its e-learning platform,
providing essential training for teachers to use
this and platforms to the optimum level. We are
finding the extensive functionality of Microsoft
Teams offers an easy to use method of continu-
ing the curriculum, advancing the education
agenda for the country even during this chal-
lenging time.”

The program involved five schools including
International  Brit ish School , Fahaheel  Al-
Watanieh Indian Pvt School , New Pakistan
International School, Fahaheel Al-Watanieh
Arabic School and Kuwait International English
School - each with their own unique curriculum.

“Throughout the pandemic, Microsoft has sup-
ported organizations in Kuwait  on working
remotely to achieve continuity of work, study,
leisure and life,” said Alaeddine Karim, Country

Manager, Microsoft
Kuwait. “We are using
our insights from the
over 20 mill ion people
around the world who
use Teams every day to
collaborate - and we are
applying this expertise to
ensure that students in
Kuwait continue to learn
and to achieve.” A virtual
classroom, Microsoft
Teams brings conversa-
tions, content, assign-
ments, and apps together
under one easily accessible umbrella, empowering
educators to create vibrant learning environments
backed up by security and privacy. The Educator
and Student experience is assured by providing
capabilities such as identity management, multi-
factor authentication, mobile device management,
mobile application management, conditional
access, information protection with data loss pre-
vention for files and chats, and retention policies.

China to launch 
carbon emissions 
trading scheme 
BEIJING: China’s delayed carbon trad-
ing system will start operating in
February, the environment ministry has
said, as the world’s biggest polluter
takes steps towards decarbonizing its
economy by 2060. The ministry issued
rules on Tuesday allowing provincial
governments to set pollution caps for
big power businesses for the first time. 

Firms can buy the right to pollute
from others who have a lower carbon
footprint, but the program is expected to
drive down overall emissions by making
it more costly to do so. “This is one of
the most exciting developments for the
world’s largest carbon market in the
recent rollercoaster year,” said Zhang
Jianyu, vice president of the
Environmental Defense Fund China,

which has consulted with the govern-
ment on emissions trading. However, 60
percent of power in China is still provid-
ed by coal despite ambitious renewable
energy targets, and experts warn the
powerful coal lobby will be pressing
hard for favorable carbon caps.

Under the new rules, more than 2,200
firms that emit over 26,000 tons of
greenhouse gases per year can start
trading their emission quotas from
February 1. China’s nationwide system is
expected to eclipse that of the European
Union to become the world’s largest
emissions trading scheme (ETS).

Beijing has pledged to peak emis-
sions before 2030 and become carbon
neutral 30 years later. But it pared back
initial plans to curb emissions from seven
other industries including aviation, steel
and petrochemical manufacturing.
“When Europe started its trading
scheme in 2005, there were issues in the
first phase where members were kind of
caving in to lobbying pressure,” said Li
Shuo from Greenpeace China. China’s
greenhouse gas emissions in 2019 were

estimated at 13.92 billion tons-about 29
percent of the world’s total linked to
global warming.

Once fully operational, the ETS will
cover about a third of China’s national

emissions, according to the
International Carbon Action Partnership.
It is unclear whether China will include
businesses outside the power sector in
the system. —AFP

Despite ambitious renewable energy targets, 60 percent of China’s power
is still provided by coal.

Difficult 2020 ends 
on an improving note 
for US carmakers
NEW YORK: General Motors and Toyota reported
strong US sales at the end of 2020 on Tuesday,
reflecting surprisingly robust consumer demand that
mitigated the sales drop for the full year in the wake
of COVID-19. The pair are the top two automakers by
US market share, and both scored higher sales in the
fourth quarter despite notching double-digit sales
declines for all of 2020.

US auto sales for 2020 are projected to drop 15.3
percent to 14.4 million-which would make it the worst
year since at least 2012 — according to a December
forecast from Cox Automotive. Still, those numbers
are much better than analysts feared after the US car
market almost completely froze during spring lock-
downs as the country contended with a spiraling
coronavirus crisis.

“Everybody is excited the market has done as well
as it has,” said Charles Chesbrough, senior economist
at Cox Automotive. “We’re getting back to normal
much more quickly than expected.”

While the pandemic has caused elevated unemploy-
ment and long lines at food pantries, other consumers

have more cash for cars and other big-ticket items due
to less spending on travel and other discretionary
goods, and many have benefited from federal stimulus
funds. “If you haven’t lost your job, the government has
been giving away money,” said Chesbrough, who thinks
the industry could benefit in the second half of 2021
from a recovering US economy bolstered by vaccina-
tions and additional federal spending. Chesbrough said
auto companies have been able to keep selling incen-
tives in check due to limited inventories. However, sales
could sag in the first quarter if the worsening pandemic
crimps demand.

Optimism for 2021 
GM cited continued consumer hunger for pickup

trucks, sport utility vehicles and other large cars that
enabled the auto giant to score record average trans-
action prices in the fourth quarter and for the full year.
The auto giant reported a 4.8 percent increase in US
auto sales in the final three months of the year, to
771,323, topping analyst estimates.

But GM’s overall sales for 2020 fell 11.8 percent to
2.5 million compared with 2019, reflecting the hit from
a nearly two-month disruption to auto manufacturing
due to the initial US COVID-19 outbreak. Since then,
automakers have overhauled plants to respect social
distancing protocols, enabling car output to return
roughly to pre-pandemic levels.

GM said year-end inventories stood at about 33
percent below 2019 levels, but offered an upbeat out-

look for the year. “We look forward to an inflection
point for the US economy in the spring,” GM Chief
Economist Elaine Buckberg said.

“Widening vaccination rates and warmer weather
should enable consumers and businesses to return to a
more normal range of activities, lifting the job market,
consumer sentiment and auto demand.” 

At Toyota, fourth-quarter sales were up 9.4 percent
at 660,715. However, full-year sales came in at 2.1 mil-
lion, 11.3 percent below the 2019 level. In contrast, Fiat
Chrysler reported a fourth-quarter sales decline of
eight percent to 499,431 and a 17 percent drop for the
year to 1.8 million. —AFP

Abdulaziz Yaqoub Al-Babtain

Michelin to 
eliminate 2,300 
French jobs
PARIS: French tire group Michelin said yesterday it
would eliminate up to 2,300 posts in France as it
reinforces activities outside its core business.
Michelin said the roughly three-year plan would not
involve outright layoffs, but consist of not replacing
workers as they retire and offering payouts to oth-
ers who were willing to leave.

It employs around 20,000 people in France at
present. Competition from low-cost tire makers has
hurt Michelin, which has already reduced its work-
force by almost 1,500 since 2017 in France,
Germany and the United States. It pledged to cre-
ate other jobs while focusing on higher end tires,
and those destined for agricultural, industrial or
competition use. “Michelin is not abandoning France
and continues to invest massively there,” chief exec-
utive Florent Menegaux was quoted as saying in a
French-language statement. The company added
that it would focus increasingly on sectors that
included hydrogen development, 3D printing, adhe-
sives and plastic recycling. By 2030, Michelin plans
to earn around 30 percent of its revenues from
activities other than tire-making. —AFP

Alaeddine Karim

Hundreds of General Motor vehicles are parked outside
the GM Assembly plant in Oshawa, Ontario. —AFP

UK car sales 
crash to almost 
30-year low
LONDON: British new car sales
crashed to the lowest level for almost
three decades in 2020, with demand
ravaged by chronic coronavirus fall-
out and Brexit uncertainty, industry

data showed yesterday.
Sales tanked by 29.4 percent com-

pared with 2019 to 1.63 million new
vehicles, the Society of Motor
Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT)
revealed in a statement.  That was the
lowest level since 1992. The sector
suffered a revenue loss of £20.4 bil-
lion ($27.7 billion, 22.6 billion euros)
meanwhile.

“2020 will be seen as a lost year
for automotive, with the sector under

pandemic-enforced shutdown for
much of the year and uncertainty over
future (EU) trading conditions taking
their toll,” SMMT Chief Executive
Mike Hawes was quoted as saying.
“However, with the rollout of vaccines
and clarity over our new relationship
with the EU, we must make 2021 a
year of recovery,” he added.

Hawes was also positive around
“manufacturers bringing record num-
bers of electrified vehicles to market

over the coming months”. He warned
however that Britain’s latest coron-
avirus lockdown, implemented this
week to combat a spike in infections,
would lead to “rocky” trade over the
coming months.

Sales took a hit late last year also
after the British government said it
planned to ban diesel and petrol car
sales from 2030 as part of a plan to
achieve carbon neutrality by the mid-
dle of the century. —AFP
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You may not be sure what to think today, Aries. 
Mental confusion could be the day's theme for you, but don't 
let it get you down. Realize that it's just one of those days 
when none of the pieces fit right. The truth is that they do fit 
somewhere, just not now. Lay low and wait for this phase to 
pass. Things will pick up soon as the fog lifts and you can see 
clearly again.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Gemini (May 21-June 20)  

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22) 

Virgo (August 23-September 22) 

Libra (September 23-October 22) 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21) 

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21) 

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

 Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Aquarius (January 20- February 18) 

There may be serious challenges in your daily 
routine today, Leo. How can you organize your day more 
efficiently? Take time to set a plan into motion. Write it 
down. You may want to drift into another realm, so let those 
emotions roam free - just make sure you deal with your daily 
tasks first. This will give you more freedom to take advan-
tage of the blast of creative power that you have now.

You may feel idealistic today, Virgo. This is fine, 
but make sure these ideals are rooted in reality or they 
may be nothing more than a pipe dream. Feel free to 
escape to another mindset, but make sure you can still dis-
cern what's real and what isn't. This is a formative time for 
you in which you realize that the conventional ways of 
doing things aren't working anymore. Spread the word.

Spiritual concerns and fanciful daydreams move 
into sharp focus today, Capricorn. Perhaps you're pulled by 
playful emotions and escapism. Keep one foot on the 
ground while you send your mind into the clouds, but defi-
nitely take time to check the air up there and report your 
findings to your conscious self. You may feel a greater sensi-
tivity toward others now while your intuition is strong.

Have you taken someone for granted late-
ly? Today you should give them the thanks and atten-
tion they deserve, Aquarius. Your sensitivity and psy-
chic awareness are especially strong. You aren't in the 
mood to put up with superficialities. Stick with what 
is real and say it like it is. Tension in your daily life may 
surface, but if you have things under control, you will 
ride through it just fine.

There may be some serious miscommunication 
today, so be honest in all your dealings, Pisces. Be as 
straightforward as possible, since issues can backfire if the 
truth is clouded. Honesty is invaluable and must be main-
tained at all times. You have the power to make a lasting 
impression on people. Curb your tendency to snap at oth-
ers. Watch out for accidents involving fire or metal.

Spiritual concerns are a bigger issue for you 
today, Taurus. You may have found that you're drawn to a 
fanciful mindset and unorthodox way of viewing the world. 
Pursue this realm of thought and trust that your intuition 
knows exactly where to take you. Emotional tension may 
run high, so try not to get down on other people's "me first" 
attitude.

Does it seem like your life is pulling apart at the 
seams, Gemini? Perhaps it's time to reevaluate. Major aspects 
of your being could be coming into question and you can't 
seem to find the answer to why you started down this road 
in the first place. Have confidence in yourself and your 
incredible ability to cut to the core of every matter. This is just 
a phase and you're able to work through it.

There's an extra bit of fire in your words and 
emotions today, Cancer. Your sensitivity is heightened and 
you should consider doing some sort of volunteer work now. 
You may talk about saving the world, but talk will get you 
nowhere until you put those ideas into practice. Take part in 
the lives of people who are less fortunate and seek the truth in 
all the issues you encounter.

Your dreams and fantasies are more real than 
you know, Libra. Smile at the people you pass and watch 
them smile back. Your sensitive and fun-loving nature is 
infectious. Use it to help heal others' wounds. Laughter is 
the remedy that cures all. Be conscious of your tremen-
dous effect on others and spread the beauty that lives 
inside you.

Your sensitivity is especially heightened 
today, Scorpio. You're in tune with your emotions and 
more sensitive to your dreams. Realize the impor-
tance of friendship and show someone you care by 
initiating an outing or intimate dinner at your home. 
You have greater self-awareness, as well as the energy 
to get things done. Fantasy worlds may come to life if 
you let them. Watch out for overindulgence.

You may be going through a confusing period 
now, Sagittarius. Today's energy brings these 

issues into focus. Parts of your life seem to be slapping you in 
the face, indicating that a drastic life change is coming. Resist 
the urge to play the victim and let other people grab the reins 
simply because they act more confidently. This is your life and 
only you know what's best for you.

Word Search Join the Dots

 Kuwait Airways                                  171 
Jazeera Airways                                      177 
Turkish Airlines                                    1884918 
FlyDubai                                                   22414400 
Qatar Airways                                       22423888 
KLM                                                              22425747 
Royal Jordanian                                  22418064/5/6 
British Airways                                     22425635 
Air France                                                 22430224 
Emirates                                                    22921555 
Air India                                                     22456700 
Air India EXPRESS                         22438185/4   
Sri Lanka Airlines                                22424444 
Egypt Air                                                   22421578 
Swiss Air                                                    22421516 
Saudia                                                        22426306 
Middle East Airlines                         22423073 
Lufthansa                                                22422493 
PIA                                                                 22421044 
Bangladesh Airlines                         22452977/8 
Oman Air                                                  22958787 
Turkish Airlines                                    22453820/1

Airlines

Sabah Hospital                                                 24812000

Amiri Hospital                                                  22450005

Maternity Hospital                                         24843100 

Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital                        25312700

    Chest Hospital                                                  24849400

    Farwaniya Hospital                                       24892010 

    Adan Hospital                                                   23940620 

    Ibn Sina Hospital                                            24840300 

    Al-Razi Hospital                                               24846000 

   Physiotherapy Hospital                               24874330/9 

Kaizen center 25716707 

Rawda 22517733 

Adaliya 22517144 

Khaldiya 24848075 

Kaifan 24849807 

Shamiya 24848913 

Shuwaikh 24814507 

Abdullah Salem 22549134 

Nuzha 22526804 

Industrial Shuwaikh 24814764 

Qadsiya 22515088 

Dasmah 22532265 

Bneid Al-Gar 22531908 

Shaab 22518752 

Qibla 22459381 

Ayoun Al-Qibla 22451082 

Mirqab 22456536 

Sharq 22465401 

Salmiya 25746401 

CHANGE OF NAME

I, Ebrahim s/o Mohame Akber Ali holder of Indian Passport 
No. P6321046 issued in Kuwait on 08/11/2016, Gadajasrajpur 
Bohra Colony, Galiakot Teh Sagwara, Dungarpur, Rajasthan 
314026, India, have changed my name to Ebrahim Chikhly for 
all purposes. (C 5829) 5-1-2021 

FOR SALE

Audi A8LLR 2006 bought new KD 30,000 now KD 3,000 full 
option JE Design km 190K Black/Beige only 2 in Kuwait. 
Contact 55351199. (C 5826) 6-1-2021 
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Grammy awards
postponed until
March over
COVID-19

The Grammy music awards slated
for January 31 in Los Angeles
have been postponed until March

over COVID-19, which has been rapidly
spreading in California. The Recording
Academy released a statement saying it
rescheduled the show to March 14, a
week earlier than the date briefly listed
on its website. “The deteriorating COVID
situation in Los Angeles, with hospital
services being overwhelmed, ICUs hav-
ing reached capacity, and new guid-
ance from state and local governments
have all led us to conclude that post-
poning our show was the right thing to
do,” organizers said. “Nothing is more
important than the health and safety of
those in our music community and the
hundreds of people who work tirelessly
on producing the show.”

The ceremony’s delay comes less

than a month before it was set to take
place in the shadow of the pandemic,
which has dealt devastating blows to
the music industry. The organization
had said the show set for late January
would be mostly virtual, but had not
released specific plans. Beyonce, Dua
Lipa, Taylor Swift and rapper Roddy
Ricch are the top nominees at the nor-
mally star-studded gala. Comedian
Trevor Noah was set to host the 2021
show, and it wasn’t immediately clear if
that was still the plan.

The nominations were rolled out late
last year by stars across the globe
speaking via video chat. Other awards
shows, like the Emmys and the Latin
Grammys, have been forced to go par-
tially or fully virtual in light of pandemic
restrictions on large gatherings. The
Oscars meanwhile are due to take place
April 25, eight weeks later than previ-
ously scheduled. Los Angeles is now
among the centers of the coronavirus
pandemic, with hospitals reeling from
record cases and residents under a
stay-at-home order. The southern
California surge follows Thanksgiving
and the holiday season, with reports of
oxygen rationing and patients forced to
spend hours waiting in ambulances for
beds to open.— AFP

Police in Japan have detained a 43-
year-old Pokemon fan whose drive
to “catch ‘em all” saw him allegedly

forge ice cream sticks in a competition
to win cards featuring the game’s char-
acters. Local media said Takashi Ono is
suspected of engraving “You win a Gari-
Pokemon card” on at least 25 popsicle
sticks in November, hoping to cash in on
a competition run by the Garigarikun
brand.

The manufacturer contacted police
after growing suspicious that a single
person had sent them multiple sticks,
which were supposed to be rare finds,
Kyodo news agency said. There was no
immediate word on whether Ono had
managed to secure any of the Pokemon
cards, or whether the competition would
now be cancelled. The ice cream manu-
facturer has warned that “fake lucky
popsicle sticks” might now be circulat-
ing for sale online. — AFP

Newly hatched, dozens of baby tur-
tles flipped and flopped their way
down a beach towards the crash-

ing waves of the Indian Ocean, under the
watchful gaze of conservationists at an
Indonesian national park. Small enough
to fit into the palm of a hand, some ended
up on their backs, wriggling their tiny flip-
pers helplessly as they tried to get back
on track. But the conservationists did not
interfere, as they wanted the creatures to
“map” their surroundings and then return

to lay eggs decades later. “Sea turtles
mature at 25 years old, so if they’re
released today, we’ll probably meet them
again 25 years from now,” said Ardhini
Estu Wardana, a forest ranger at Meru
Betiri National Park on the eastern edge
of Java. Its beaches are nesting grounds
for several species of turtle. 

The night before, a giant female-over a
meter (3.3 feet) long-laid more than 160
eggs on the shore, sweeping mounds of
sand over them to protect them from

predators. Turtles, under threat from
poaching and habitat destruction, are
protected under Indonesian law. Their
eggs are considered a delicacy and they
are also slaughtered for their meat, skin
and shells. Six of the world’s seven turtle
species can be found in Indonesia, an
archipelago of more than 17,000 islands
and home to a dizzying array of exotic
wildlife. —  AFP

India will hold a mass nationwide online
“cow science” exam next month, in the
latest push by the Hindu nationalist

government to promote and protect the
sacred animal, officials said yesterday.
The hour-long test on February 25, open
to children and adults as well as foreign-
ers, comprises 100 multiple-choice
questions in Hindi, English and 12
regional languages. The aim is to assess
the public’s knowledge and “sensitize
and educate” them, according to the
RKA cow protection agency created by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s adminis-
tration.

“Certificates will be given to all.
Successful meritorious candidates will
be given prizes and certificates,” the
Ministry of Fisheries, Animal Husbandry
and Dairying said. “The cow is full of sci-
ence and economics. People are not
aware of the true economic and scientific
value of the animal,” RKA chief
Vallabhbhai Kathiria said.
Accompanying study material released
by the RKA includes information on dif-
ferent breeds of cow as well as the theo-
ry that slaughtering animals causes
earthquakes. Many from India’s over-

whelming Hindu majority consider cows
sacred but under Modi’s rule the animal
has increasingly become a political and
sectarian flashpoint.

His government has made cows a top
priority and invested millions of dollars in
programs to protect the animal and
research the uses for bovine dung and
urine. Cow slaughter and eating beef
has become illegal in many parts of the
culturally diverse and officially secular
country, while sentences elsewhere have
increased. There have been a string of
attacks by vigilante Hindu groups on
Muslims and low-caste Hindus who have
traditionally eaten beef and disposed of
cow carcasses. On Tuesday, the south-
ern state of Karnataka amended its cow
protection law to give police increased
powers to search and arrest anyone
without a warrant suspected of cow
slaughter. The state government, con-
trolled by Modi’s Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP), enhanced jail terms to seven
years and fines to one million rupees
($13,700) for offenders. — AFP 

Rapper and legendary producer Dr.
Dre posted that he was “doing
great” late Tuesday after being

hospitalized with a possible brain
aneurysm. “I’m doing great and getting
excellent care from my medical team,”
the music mogul posted on Instagram as
reports swirled over his condition. “I will
be out of the hospital and back home
soon. Shout out to all the great medical
professionals at Cedars. One Love!!”
Dre said, thanking his well-wishers. The
55-year-old rapper born Andre Young is
among hip hop’s most influential figures,
having risen to commercial fame with the
groundbreaking gangsta rap pioneers
N.W.A. before crafting the quintessen-
tially West Coast G-Funk sound.

The master behind the careers of
greats including Snoop Dogg and
Eminem became a self-proclaimed bil-

lionaire after co-founding Beats
Electronics, an audio products company
purchased by Apple in 2014. News of
Dre’s hospitalization triggered an out-
pouring of concern on social media
including from fellow rappers, with
N.W.A. co-founder Ice Cube, tweeting:
“Send your love and prayers to the
homie Dr. Dre.” “GET WELL DR DRE WE
NEED U CUZ,” wrote Snoop Dogg on
Instagram. His trip to the hospital comes
amid a mushrooming COVID-19 crisis in
the Los Angeles area as well as Dre’s
high-profile divorce proceedings with his
longtime partner Nicole Young. LL Cool
J, a rapper who came up in the same
era as Dre, tweeted that the music mag-
nate was “recovering nicely.”— AFP

Rapper Kanye West and his reality
TV star wife Kim Kardashian West
are living separately and undergo-

ing marriage counseling, NBC News
reported, citing a source close to the
family. For the past few months West,
43, has been living in Wyoming while
Kardashian West, 40, and their four chil-
dren stayed in California, the source
said Tuesday. The mega-celebrity cou-
ple, who married in a lavish ceremony in
Italy in May 2014, have been repeatedly
dogged by gossip-press speculation
that their marriage was on the rocks.
The couple were going through coun-
seling dealing with “regular relationship
issues” and no one else was involved,
the source said.

“Kanye loves his extended family.
They are super close. They have been

going to therapy. They are working on
their marriage,” the source told NBC
News. They had discussed divorce, but
Kardashian West had not fi led for
divorce. “They are working through it...
(and) trying to work through things,” the
source said. People magazine, Page Six
and other celebrity gossip outlets, how-
ever, said Kardashian West was prepar-
ing to file for divorce. West has opened
up about his struggles with bipolar dis-
order. In July last year the mercurial
entertainment mogul launched a bid for
the US presidency with a rambling
speech that saw him rant incoherently,
reveal he had wanted to abort his
daughter, and break down in tears. He
also posted a series of tweets, later
deleted, that accused his wife and
mother-in-law of trying to lock him up,

and suggested he was seeking a
divorce.

Kardashian West called on the media
and public to show “compassion and
empathy” following her husband’s errat-
ic behavior. Bipolar disorder is a mental
illness characterized by extreme mood
swings.  Patients experience both
mania, where they feel euphoric and
often act recklessly, and bouts of severe
depression that can leave them unable
to function and fixated on suicide.
“Those that understand mental illness or
even compulsive behavior know that the
family is powerless unless the member
is a minor,” Kardashian West said in her
lengthy Instagram post in July. “People
who are unaware or far removed from
this experience can be judgmental and
not understand that the individual them-

selves have to engage in the process of
getting help no matter how hard family
and friends try.”

Kardashian West has a huge follow-
ing on social media, but her husband
has been absent from her posts in
recent weeks. The couple have four
children: seven-year-old daughter
North, son Saint, five, daughter
Chicago, two, and 19-month old son
Psalm. It is the first marriage for West
and the third for Kardashian West, who
came to fame with the US reality TV
series “Keeping Up with the
Kardashians” which followed the lives of
her family in Los Angeles. — AFP

Kanye West and Kim Kardashian

These pictures shows baby sea turtles making their way out from the nests on a beach in Sukamade, Meru Betiri National Park in East
Java. —AFP photos

In this file photo Rapper/producer Dr. Dre
attends Ice Cube’s Walk of Fame ceremony in
Hollywood, California. — AFP 

France’s Albert
Roux, who shook 
up UK dining
scene, dies at 85

French chef Albert Roux, who with
his late brother Michel helped rev-
olutionize Britain’s dining scene

with “Le Gavroche” restaurant in
London, has died at 85, his family said
yesterday. Roux died Monday after
being unwell for a while, the family said
in a statement. His brother Michel
passed away in March last year at 78.
The brothers arrived in London in the
1960s and opened the signature restau-
rant in Mayfair in 1967, offering the
highest standard of French cuisine at a
time when British restaurant food had a
lowly reputation worldwide.  The restau-
rant, along with “The Waterside Inn”
they opened in Bray, west of London,
were both awarded Michelin stars in
1974 and again in 1977, as fine dining
slowly began to permeate British cul-
ture. “The Waterside Inn” in 1985
became the first restaurant outside
France to win three stars, and stil l
retains its rating, serving classic French
cuisine under the leadership of Michel’s
son Alain, who also runs “Le Gavroche”.

The brothers were also at the forefront
of the television cookery revolution in
Britain, hosting a show in the early 1980s.
They founded the Roux Brothers
Scholarship in 1984, which allows talent-

ed chefs to train at Michelin-starred
restaurants. The Scholarship Fund said:
“We are deeply saddened to have lost
our founder and patron Albert Roux. His
legacy will live on in the thousands of
chefs he inspired and trained.”
Renowned chefs including Gordon
Ramsay and Marco Pierre White worked
at “Le Gavroche”. On Instagram, Ramsay
called Albert Roux “a legend” and “the
man who installed Gastronomy in
Britain”. “Thank you Albert for everything
you gave me, God Bless you Chef.” Jay
Rayner, food critic for The Observer
newspaper, tweeted: “Albert Roux was
an extraordinary man, who left a massive
mark on the food story of his adopted
country.  “The roll call of chefs who went
through the kitchens of Le Gavroche
alone, is a significant slab of a part of
modern UK restaurant culture.”— AFP 

In this file photo Anglo-French French
chefs Albert Roux (right) and his brother
Michel Roux, watch competitors during the
finals of the ‘Roux Scholarship’ competi-
tion at the Mandarin Oriental hotel in cen-
tral London. — AFP 

In this file photo Grammy trophies sit in the press room during the 60th Annual Grammy
Awards in New York. — AFP 
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A newborn white tiger named Snow sleeps at the National Zoo in Masaya,
Nicaragua. — AFP photos

These photos shows people looking at ice sculptures at the Harbin Ice and Snow Festival in Harbin, in northeastern China’s Heilongjiang province. — AFP photos

Marina Arguello takes care of a newborn female white tiger named Snow at
the National Zoo in Masaya.

Marina Arguello takes care of a newborn female white tiger named Snow at
the National Zoo in Masaya.

Giant snow mazes, illuminated
frozen towers and crystal palaces
etched from vast blocks of ice

greeted visitors to China’s annual ice
festival in Harbin. The frozen dream-
scapes have drawn millions of visitors
over the years to the wintery northeast-
ern city, which opened the festival on
Tuesday despite small COVID-19 out-
breaks across China. Preparations for
the annual winter celebration begin
weeks in advance, with workers mining
millions of cubic feet of ice from the sur-
face of the Songhua river over long, gru-
elling shifts. Walls of ice carved into the
shape of a giant flower were lit up on
Tuesday night as the festival opened.
The 2022 Beijing Winter Games have

inspired a push across China to promote
winter sports and tourism, with the num-
ber of Chinese snow resorts increasing
nearly fourfold in the past decade.

China has largely brought coron-
avirus infections under control domesti-
cally, with entertainment and cultural
venues reopening and life largely return-
ing to normal in recent months. But small
outbreaks in multiple cities have prompt-
ed authorities to step up testing and
travel restrictions. Visitors to this year’s
festival are required to show a “health
code” on a contact-tracing app and
have their temperatures measured
before entering venues. — AFP

Arare white tiger, named “Nieve”
(snow in Spanish) was born at the
Nicaragua zoo, and is being

raised by humans after its mother reject-
ed it, the director of the zoo told AFP.
Nieve came into the world a week ago,
weighing just under a kilogram at birth,
said director Eduardo Sacasa.
Conservation group WWF describes
white tigers as “a genetic anomaly”, with
none known to exist in the wild. There

are several dozen in captivity. White
tigers are Bengal tigers whose parents
carry a recessive gene, according to
The Wildcat Sanctuary in Minnesota
which helps and studies felines. They
are not albinos or a separate species.
Some parks and zoos inbreed white
tigers, as white cubs draw more visitors,
though this is often at the cost of malfor-
mations and other genetic problems,
states the sanctuary website.

The Nicaragua zoo said Nieve was the
first-ever white tiger born in the country,
to a pair of yellow-and-black-coloured
Bengals.  The cub’s mother, rescued
after she was abandoned by a circus,
had inherited the rare gene from her
grandfather, who was white.  Nieve was
taken away from her mother, who reject-
ed her, and is being bottle-fed by
Sacasa’s wife, Marina Arguello, who
helps manage the zoo of some 700 ani-

mals and a rescue center. Arguello whis-
pers sweet nothings into the tiny cub’s
ear while it suckles, and pats it lighty on
the back afterwards. “She has not lost her
appetite; every three hours she gets the
bottle. If not, she screams... also if the
milk gets too cold,” said Arguello. — AFP



CHRISTCHURCH: Towering paceman Kyle
Jamieson completed an 11-wicket match haul yes-
terday as New Zealand (NZ) thrashed Pakistan in
the second Test to become the world’s top-ranked
team. Jamieson was near unplayable in Pakistan’s
second innings, finishing with six for 48 after his five
for 69 in the first innings, to give New Zealand vic-
tory by an innings and 176 runs. The win inside four
days in Christchurch, which completed a 2-0 series
sweep, also confirmed New Zealand had overtaken
Australia to be the world’s number one Test side for
the first time.

“It’s hard to beat really,” said victorious captain
Kane Williamson, whose double century set up the
win. New Zealand batted Pakistan out of contention
with a first innings 659 for six, with Williamson’s
masterful 238 supported by Henry Nicholls (157)
and Daryl Mitchell (102 not out). But there was still
a chance Pakistan could force a draw until Jamieson
took the ball. “The most impressive thing is his atti-
tude, his ability to run in and hit the wicket hard for
long spells,” Williamson said.

In his sixth Test after making his debut against
India 10 months ago, Jamieson has taken 36 wickets
at a stunning 13.27 average and with four five-wick-
et hauls to his credit. But he said he’s far from being
the finished product. “I’m a long way off the crick-
eter that I want to be,” he said after his man-of-the
match performance. “I’m 12 months into my interna-
tional career and it’s a long process and hopefully
I’ve got another nine-10 years in this group and if
that happens I’ve got more to come.”

Pakistan captain Mohammed Rizwan was disap-
pointed with his side’s fielding and multiple dropped
catches. But he said their biggest problem was
Jamieson. “He’s the only difference between both
teams. The conditions were fair to bowlers but the
way he bowled he took too many wickets in the
series,” Rizwan said. “We need to improve in all
departments, especially in fielding. If you drop
catches you can’t win a Test match.”

Extra bounce 
Pakistan resumed the day at eight for one, need-

ing to bat for the better part of two days to salvage
a draw, but they were never in the hunt. Trent Boult
had nightwatchman Mohammad Abbas out for three
in the fifth over and after that the day was mainly
about Jamieson, who recorded his best match per-
formance. Although he is the junior member of a
pace attack headed by higher-ranked veterans Tim
Southee and Boult, the 26-year-old has rapidly
advanced to playing a senior role. After Abbas
departed, Abid Ali and Azhar Ali looked to be laying
the groundwork for a solid third-wicket stand and
moved the score to 46 when the 2.3 metre (6ft 8in)
Jamieson removed Abid for 26.

After using his height to create extra bounce and
force Abid on to the back foot, Jamieson whipped
up a fuller delivery and the batsman’s attempt to
switch to a drive was sliced to backward point
where substitute Will Young took a one-handed,
diving catch. In a potent middle session, Jamieson
had Haris Sohail and Azhar caught behind, and

bowled Rizwan as he moved through his repertoire.
Sohail did not get his feet moving as he poked at a
rising delivery on 15 and was caught behind.

Azhar attempted to take the fight back to
Jamieson, moving into a short delivery and pulling it
through mid-on for four as he advanced to 37. But
Azhar did not add another run as Jamieson respond-

ed with a ball that reared up towards the ribs and it
was gloved to the wicketkeeper. Rizwan was bowled
for 10 by a full inswinger that zipped between bat
and pad. Boult completed the four-wicket session
when he dismissed Fawad Alam for 16 and Pakistan
were 134 for seven at tea. Jamieson, Boult and
Williamson shared the final three wickets. — AFP 
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Paragliding extraordinaire Horacio Llorens trains in El Hierro, Canary Islands. — Photo taken from www.redbullcontentpool.com

Jamieson’s first 11 humbles Pakistan as NZ hit number one

New Zealand thrash Pakistan to 
become world top-ranked team

Alabama’s Smith wins 
Heisman Trophy as top 
college football player
LOS ANGELES: University of Alabama star
DeVonta Smith won the Heisman Trophy on
Tuesday, the first wide receiver since 1991 to win
the award as the top player in US college football.
Smith claimed the award ahead of Clemson quar-
terback Trevor Lawrence. Smith’s Crimson Tide
teammate Mac Jones, also a quarterback, was third
in the voting. The last wide receiver to win the
Heisman was Michigan’s Desmond Howard. Smith is
the third Alabama player to win the Heisman, fol-
lowing in the footsteps of Mark Ingram in 2009 and
Derrick Henry in 2015.

Ingram is now a running back with the NFL’s
Baltimore Ravens and the Tennessee Titans’ Henry
just completed a third NFL season with more than
1,000 rushing yards. Smith’s Heisman win comes as
Alabama prepare to play Ohio State University in
the national championship game on January 12.
Smith is no stranger to the collegiate title game.
Four years ago as a freshman he caught a national
title-winning overtime touchdown pass from Tua
Tagovailoa against the University of Georgia.

Going into the title game he leads the top division
of collegiate football with 105 receptions, 1,641 receiv-
ing and 20 receiving touchdowns. “To all the young
kids out there who aren’t the biggest, not the
strongest, just keep pushing,” Smith said in his accept-
ance speech at a virtual presentation ceremony. “I’m
not the biggest, I’ve been doubted a lot because of my
size and really, it just comes down to if you put your
mind to it, you can do it,” he said. — AFP 

CHRISTCHURCH: New Zealand players celebrate after winning day four of the second international cricket Test match
between New Zealand and Pakistan at Hagley Oval in Christchurch yesterday. —AFP 

India, Australia
switch opening
partnerships
SYDNEY: Australia and India will both take
new-look opening partnerships into the high-
stakes third Test in Sydney, with star players
David Warner and Rohit Sharma set to add
firepower after injury layoffs. The cricketing
heavyweights head into the clash on
Thursday with the series locked at 1-1, with
both desperate for a win ahead of the final
game in Brisbane next week. Barring last-
minute hiccups, Australia will welcome back
veteran Warner with Will Pucovski tipped to
make his debut alongside him after Joe Burns
was dumped.

There had been speculation that selectors
may stick with makeshift opener Matthew
Wade even if Pucovski was fully recovered
from the latest in a series of concussions. But
skipper Tim Paine hinted the 22-year-old
would play, which would see Wade drop back
to his favoured number five and Travis Head
likely axed. “Davey’s been awesome, he
brings really high intensity. It fills guys with
confidence around him, he’s a player that you
love having on your side,” said Paine of
Warner’s return from a groin injury. “He’s
always got plenty to say, really energetic,
very professional.”

“And Will’s been fantastic as well,” he
added. “He’s been out of the bubble for a
couple of weeks, but he’s excited, he’s fresh.
He looks ready to go if he’s called upon.” If
Pucovski plays, he can expect a bouncer bar-
rage as India look to unsettle a man who has
been concussed nine times already in his
career. But after a neurologist on Monday
gave him the all-clear from his latest head-
knock, Paine said he had no concerns. “Will’s
been hit in the head a few times, but he plays
the short ball really well. And as long as he’s

comfortable, then we’re comfortable and so
far he’s indicating that he’s good to go.”

India will also have a fresh feel with the
big-hitting Sharma back after missing the first
two Tests. He injured his hamstring during an
Indian Premier League game in October and
only joined the squad last week, but will open
alongside youngster Shubman Gill, who
keeps his spot after an impressive debut in
the second Test at Melbourne. Mayank
Agarwal, who has struggled for runs, misses
out. “We are all really excited to have him
(Sharma) back in the team, especially with his
experience at the highest level, which matters
a lot,” said stand-in skipper Ajinkya Rahane.

‘Melbourne is history’ 
Sharma’s return is big bonus for India

whose batting has been weakened by captain
Virat Kohli’s departure for paternity leave
after the opening Test in Adelaide. They also
have a new-look attack with Navdeep Saini
making his debut in place of Umesh Yadav,
who hurt his calf in Melbourne and is out of
the series. India were already without injured
regulars Mohammed Shami and Ishant
Sharma. But led by Rahane, they bounced
back from an eight-wicket defeat in Adelaide
to win by the same margin in Melbourne. “In
Melbourne we played some good cricket,
everyone contributed a lot,” said Rahane.

“But whatever happened in Melbourne is
history now. Australia is a very good team,
especially playing in Australia, they are a dan-
gerous team and we respect that.” Australia
pad up at the Sydney Cricket Ground for
what will be a home Test for many. Their
attack - Mitchell Starc, Pat Cummins, Josh
Hazlewood and Nathan Lyon - are all from
New South Wales, as are Warner and Steve
Smith. “All of our bowlers are obviously New
South Welshmen, they know the wicket very
well, they exploit the conditions very well and
they bowl really well as a group here, said
Paine. “It’s the same with our batting. Our two
best batsmen, this is their home ground, this is
where they do their best.”— AFP 

Kuwait Table
Tennis teams
receive award
By Abdellatif Sharaa

KUWAIT: The trophies for Table
Tennis teams for the 2019-2020
league season as well as the Cup
and Singles championships were
awarded by the Table Tennis
Federation’s board of directors. The
competitions were held in October
and were later suspended because
of the coronavirus pandemic. The
federation honored Fahaheel, Sahel,
Shabab, Qadisiya and Khaitan Clubs
which hosted the cup and singles
championships.

The award ceremony was attend-
ed by Chairman of the Board Ali Al-
Dabbous, Treasurer Anwar Al-
Kandary, Assistant Secretary Nader
Behbehani, Board member Nayef Al-
Qahtani, Administrative Director
Ahmad Al-Qallaf, technical Director
Sabri Jamaan and representatives of
winning clubs. Al-Dabbous lauded
the major role of the clubs. “We are
all a one team, and each one of us
complements the other, and this is
good for Kuwait Sports,” he said.

Fahaheel Sports Club took the
first place in both the League and
Cup, while Tadhamon won second
and third place. Kuwait Club won
first place for under-18, while the
second place went for Fahaheel as
Qadisiya took third. In the U-15,
Qadisiya won first place; Khaitan

(second); Shabab (third). Kuwait
took first place in the U-12;
Yarmouk (second) and Sahel (third).
In the singles tournament, Ibrahim

Al-Hassan from Fahaheel took the
first position, Salem Al-Hassan (sec-
ond) and Jaber Al-Balhan from
Tadhamon (third).
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Trippier told friends 
to ‘bet heavily’ on 
Atletico move: FA
LONDON: England defender Kieran Trippier
told a friend to “lump on” (bet heavily) his trans-
fer from Tottenham Hotspur to Atletico Madrid,
according to a written statement by the English
Football Association’s independent regulatory
commission published Tuesday. Trippier was
banned for 10 weeks and fined £70,000
($94,000) in December for breaching betting
rules, although his punishment has been sus-
pended pending an appeal. The former Spurs
star-who was one of England’s standout per-
formers in their run to the 2018 World Cup semi-
finals-denied the charges against him.

In the written reasons for its decision, the FA
said Trippier, 30, exchanged WhatsApp mes-
sages with friends about his impending move to
Spain in 2019. The commission rejected Trippier’s
assertion they were simply “banter”-a jokey
claim not to be taken seriously and he was found
guilty of four of the seven charges he faced.
Trippier allowed the FA to examine his mobile
phone and in July it was revealed that his friend,
Oliver Hawley, placed 10 separate bets, ranging
from £20 to £65, on the full-back joining
Atletico.

After placing one bet, Hawley sent Trippier a
message that said: “6/1 Athletico (sic) Madrid”,
to which Trippier responded with three laughing
emojis. And on July 12, Trippier texted Hawley:
“It’s happening”, shortly before Hawley placed
two further bets on the defender’s move to the
Spanish capital club. Two days later, another
friend, Matthew Brady, texted Trippier to ask:
“Shall I lump on you going there (Atletico)?”.
Trippier later replied: “Lump on if you want
mate.” More bets were place by Hawley and two
other friends before a transfer for a fee in the
region of £20 million was announced on July 17.

Trippier’s ban related to rule E8(1)(b), which
states: “Where a participant provides to any oth-
er person any information relating to football
which the participant has obtained by virtue of
his or her position within the game and which is
not publicly available at that time, the participant
shall be in breach of this rule where any of that
information is used by that other person for, or in
relation to, betting.” The commission said it took
into account witness statements on behalf of
Trippier from, among others, England manager
Gareth Southgate, captain Harry Kane, adding
that the player’s good disciplinary record, char-
acter and the remorse he demonstrated were also
factors in its decision. —AFP

LONDON: The Premier League confirmed on
Tuesday that 40 players and staff tested positive for
coronavirus in two rounds of testing over the past
week but insisted the season would continue as
planned. That figure is more than double the previ-
ous record of 18 positive cases and comes as
England enters a nationwide lockdown to halt soar-
ing infection rates. Three matches were postponed
last week due to outbreaks of COVID-19 at
Manchester City and Fulham. However, the British
government has given the go-ahead for elite sport to
continue despite the tighter restrictions.

Twice-weekly testing, used during the Project
Restart plan to complete last season, has resumed in
the Premier League after being scaled down to

once-a-week at the start of the season. In the first
round of testing last week, 28 positive cases were
detected from 1,311 tests, with a further 12 positives
from 984 tests in the second round of testing.
Despite the postponements, rising case numbers and
calls from some within the game for a circuit breaker
to buy time and bring infection rates down, the
Premier League said it remained confident the sea-
son could proceed as planned.

“With low numbers of positive tests across the
overwhelming majority of clubs, the league contin-
ues to have confidence in its Covid-19 protocols, ful-
ly backed by the government, to enable fixtures to
be played as scheduled,” the league said in a state-
ment on Tuesday. The packed fixture schedule, with

domestic leagues, cup and European competitions
having to be finished before the delayed Euro 2020
starting on June 11, leaves little room for manoeuvre
in the calendar. A number of embarrassing incidents
have come to light in which which prominent players
have flouted coronavirus restrictions.

Pictures of Tottenham trio Erik Lamela, Sergio
Reguilon and Giovani Lo Celso and West Ham’s
Manuel Lanzini attending a Christmas party with fam-
ily and friends emerged over the weekend, prompting
Spurs to promise internal disciplinary proceedings.
City have also launched an investigation after left-
back Benjamin Mendy admitted to breaching Covid
protocols by hosting a New Year’s Eve party.
Reguilon and Mendy were included on the bench for

Tottenham and City over the weekend, leading to calls
for stricter sanctions against players who put the
future of the season at risk by breaking the rules.

Despite City’s issues with the virus, which left
them without four first-team regulars for Sunday’s
3-1 victory at Chelsea, manager Pep Guardiola
called for more understanding for players. “It would
be better if, before we judge others, we judge our-
selves,” said Guardiola. “I’m not justifying that, he
broke the rules. But don’t give too many lessons to
others. “I don’t think footballers are more important
than doctors, architects or teachers for my kids. So,
they only have the same responsibility as everyone
else in the world. “Mendy knows he made a big mis-
take, but it finishes here.” —AFP

England enters a nationwide lockdown to halt soaring infection rates

Premier League records 40 
positive coronavirus cases

Ground breaker Alves’ 
Club WCup selection 
‘dream come true’
SAO PAULO: Edina Alves made history this week
when she was named as a referee at next month’s
Club World Cup, and she says her boundary-
breaking feat is the product of two decades of
preparation and hard work. Brazilian Alves, 40, is
set become the first woman to officiate a profes-
sional men’s football match organized by FIFA
when she takes charge of a game at the tourna-
ment, after spending half her life refereeing.
“Nothing fell from the sky for me,” she tells AFP in
an interview.  Alves called her selection Monday
for the tournament in Qatar, which runs between
February 1-11, “a dream come true.” “I worked
very hard, preparing myself for the day I would get
a chance like this,” she says.

Alves comes from the small rural town of
Goioere, in the southern state of Parana. She put
herself through night school for a degree in physical
education by working at a garden shop, shoveling
dirt into bags. As a young woman, she played five-
on-five futsal. But in a world where men and
machismo still dominate the game, she struggled to
find enough teammates to put together a full
women’s football team, and never got the chance to

play professionally. “I played on my town’s futsal
team, but there was no women’s professional foot-
ball in those parts,” she says.

Love at first whistle
She got her start refereeing in 1999, when she

was asked to fill in as an assistant referee at an
amateur match. It was love at first whistle. “I
couldn’t get enough of it,” she says with a grin. By
2000, she was officiating professionally. Sometimes
she served as a lineswoman, sometimes as the chief
referee-a job she took on full-time in 2014.

In 2019, she became the first woman to officiate
a Brazilian men’s first division match in 14 years. She
has since added another 12 Brasilerao matches to
her resume. The same year, she refereed four
matches at the Women’s World Cup in France,
including the semi-final between the United States
and England. “FIFA treats referees based purely on
their ability, not their gender. If you’re good, there’s
room for you,” she said. “We women are all prepar-
ing ourselves to rise to the challenge.” Besides
Alves, who was chosen as one of seven chief refer-
ees, FIFA also named fellow women Neuza Back of
Brazil and Mariana de Almeida of Argentina as two
of the 12 assistant referees for the Club World Cup.

Olympic dream
Women have refereed high-level football before,

but never a professional men’s match organized by
the sport’s top governing body. Esther Staubli of

Switzerland and Claudia Umpierrez of Uruguay
have both officiated at the FIFA Under-17 World
Cup. In 2017, Bibiana Steinhaus of Germany
became the first woman to officiate for a major
men’s league in Europe when she debuted in the
Bundesliga. And Stephanie Frappart of France last
month became the first woman to referee a men’s
UEFA Champions League match. Now Alves is set
to break that barrier for FIFA at the Club World
Cup, which will feature top teams including
European champions Bayern Munich. She does not
plan to stop there. Her next goal is to referee at this
year’s Tokyo Olympics. “Who wouldn’t want to go
to the Olympics?” she said. “I do. And I’m working
to get there.” —AFP

‘End of an era’ as 
Chinese football 
star power fades
SHANGHAI: In January 2017 Brazil international
Oscar moved from Chelsea to Shanghai SIPG for an
Asian-record 60 million euros, prompting a warning
from Arsene Wenger that Chinese clubs were dis-
torting the global transfer market. But four years
later it is a very different story after the Chinese
Football Association imposed a series of measures
to cool extravagant spending in the Chinese Super
League, markedly dimming its star power. 

Six months after Oscar’s arrival the CFA slapped
a 100 percent tax on incoming foreigners, with the
levy going to developing Chinese youth players.
Then last month the CFA said that overseas players
cannot earn more than three million euros a year.
Domestic players also saw their salaries capped.
“CSL club expenditure is about 10 times higher
than South Korea’s K League and three times high-
er than Japan’s J-league,” said CFA president Chen
Xuyuan. “But our national team is lagging far
behind. The bubbles not only affect the present of
Chinese football, but also its future.” All players
must now have new contracts, according to the
state news agency Xinhua, adding that teams can
sign “supplemental agreements” with players whose
existing deals were above the cap.

That means Oscar, the 29-year-old attacking mid-
fielder, will continue to earn more than 20 million
euros a year for the time being. But the message is
clear: the days of inflated transfer fees and salaries to
lure star players from Europe are over. Oscar’s fellow
Brazilian and SIPG team-mate Hulk, 34, a 55.8 million
euro purchase in 2016, left the club last month when
his contract expired. Italian forward Graziano Pelle
was another high-profile exit this week, even if like
Hulk his best days are behind him. Tuesday’s Soccer
News said their departures “heralded the end of the
super-luxury foreign players era”.

Reining it in
As well as Oscar, some of the big names who

arrived in recent years remain in the CSL, notably for-

mer Barcelona midfielder Paulinho and ex-Manchester
United star Marouane Fellaini. But the pool is shrinking
and the last major signing in the CSL was Marko
Arnautovic from West Ham United in July 2019 for 25
million euros, again to Shanghai SIPG. In a recent inter-
view with AFP, CFA secretary general Liu Yi denied
that the loss of foreign stars made the CSL a turn-off
and pointed out that China is still attracting top coach-
es, such as Champions League winner Rafa Benitez at
Dalian Pro. 

But Liu said that “the benchmark is not supposed
to be about spending, it’s about sustainability. “The
profile (of the CSL) has already been there because
of the big spending-Oscar, Hulk etc. “But now we
are looking at better governance, a more sustain-
able business model and better youth academy sys-
tem to develop youth players to make our national
team more competitive. “Some big players are still
playing here but has that helped the development of
the local players?”

‘Thrifty Super League’    
Gareth Bale came close to joining Jiangsu Suning

in 2019 before Real Madrid pulled the plug and
Wayne Rooney also once explored a move to China.
But ahead of the new season in the spring, and with
the coronavirus pandemic lingering ominously,
nobody is talking about players of that calibre mov-
ing to the CSL anymore.

Instead, teams are looking at loans, free transfers
or signings under the 45 million yuan (5.7 million
euros) threshold that would trigger the 100 percent
transfer tax. Writing in the Oriental Sports Daily,
columnist Ge Aiping said that the CSL “peaked” in
2015 and 2016 as the star names rolled in. “You did-
n’t know which way a game was going until the end,
Britain’s Sky Sports broadcast the league to the
world and the market value of the league was at a
record,” he wrote. Along with the CFA measures,
most CSL clubs can no longer afford to invest like
they did, he said. —AFP

SUZHOU: Photo shows Shanghai SIPG’s Oscar controlling the ball during the Chinese Super League foot-
ball match (CSL) between Shanghai SIPG and Jiangsu Suning in Suzhou in China’s eastern Jiangsu
province. —AFP

Brazilian referee Edina Alves Batista

Libertadores semi-finals:
Brazil’s Palmeiras thump
River Plate of Argentina 
AVELLANEDA: Brazil’s Palmeiras beat 10-man
River Plate of Argentina 3-0 Tuesday in the first leg
of their semi-final clash in the 2020 Copa
Libertadores. The teams battled it out an empty
stadium in Avellaneda, Buenos Aires, the match
preceded by a minute’s silence observed for victims
of the coronavirus pandemic. The team that
emerges victorious after the second leg in Sao
Paulo next week will play either Boca Juniors of
Argentina or Santos of Brazil in the January 30 final
of South America’s top club football tournament.

The final at Maracana stadium has been pushed
back from November 2020 due to the global

health crisis. The first goal of the match came in
the 26th minute on a long-range blast from
Palmeiras forward Rony. Minutes later Palmeiras
had a shot disallowed for offside and  River
missed a chance with a wild free kick in the dying
minutes of the first half.

Luiz Adriano scored for Palmeiras two minutes
into the second half, squeezing a goal between
goalkeeper Franco Armani’s legs. River went a
man down in the 60th minute when a frustrated
Jorge Carrascal received a red card for a kick at
Gabriel Menino. The ensuing free kick was headed
in by Matias Vina to make it 3-0 in the 62nd and
leave the Argentinian side a mountain to climb in
next week’s decisive match. River Plate has lifted
the Copa Libertadores four times since the tour-
nament started in 1960 - most recently in 2018 -
and Palmeiras once, in 1999. Argentinian teams
have won the most finals - 25 in total. —AFP

AVELLANEDA: Brazil’s Palmeiras Rony celebrates after
scoring against Argentina’s River Plate during their
Copa Libertadores semifinal football match at the
Libertadores de America stadium in Avellaneda on
January 5, 2021. —AFP

Man City great 
Bell dies at 74
LONDON: Former Manchester City and England
midfielder Colin Bell has died aged 74 following a
short illness, the club announced Tuesday. Bell scored
152 goals in 492 appearances for City during a 13-
year career with the club after joining from Bury.
“Colin passed away peacefully this (Tuesday) after-
noon after a short, non-Covid related illness, aged
74,” said a club statement. “He leaves behind wife
Marie, children Jon and Dawn and grandchildren,
Luke, Mark, Isla and Jack.” Bell was a member of the
City side that won the old First Division title in
1967/68 and the FA Cup in 1969.

He also helped City win two trophies in the 1969/70
season - the English League Cup and the European
Cup Winners’ Cup. In addition to his City honors, Bell
won 48 England caps and was in the squad for the 1970
World Cup in Mexico during a career cut short by a
knee injury. City said “few players have left such an
indelible mark” on the club as Bell, nicknamed “The
King of the Kippax” after one of the terraces at their
former Maine Road home. Such was the respect in
which Bell was held at the club that City fans voted to
name a stand at the Etihad Stadium after him in 2004.

City chairman Khaldoon Al Mubarak told the club’s
website: “Colin Bell will always be remembered as one
of Manchester City’s greatest players and the very sad
news today of his passing will affect everybody con-
nected to our club. “I am fortunate to be able to speak
regularly to his former manager and team-mates, and
it’s clear to me that Colin was a player held in the high-
est regard by all those who had the privilege of playing
alongside him or seeing him play. —AFP
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Son, Sissoko fire Spurs into Cup final
Tottenham overpower Brentford 2-0 

LONDON: Tottenham Hotspur’s South Korean striker Son Heung-Min (right) scores his team’s second goal during the English League Cup semi final first leg football match between Tottenham Hotspur and Brentford on January 
5, 2021. — AFP  

LONDON: Jose Mourinho urged Tottenham to kick 
on after Son Heung-min fired them into the League 
Cup final with the decisive goal in a 2-0 win against 
Brentford on Tuesday. Moussa Sissoko put 
Mourinho’s team ahead in the semi-final at the 
Tottenham Hotspur Stadium. But Tottenham were still 
searching for the knockout blow against spirited sec-
ond tier Brentford until Son netted with 20 minutes 
remaining. Tottenham will face Manchester United or 
holders Manchester City, who meet in the second 
semi-final on Wednesday, at Wembley on April 25. 

It will be the club’s first domestic final since losing 
the 2015 League Cup showpiece against Chelsea, 
and their first final in any competition since the 2019 
Champions League defeat against Liverpool in 
Madrid. “The final is now in a pocket for three 
months, we have to wait for the final so we have to 
focus on what we have coming up,” Mourinho said. 
“We have the FA Cup, the Premier League, the 

Europa league, so let’s forget the final for now. But 
when April arrives we have to be ready and to fight 
for the trophy.” 

Mourinho, appointed in November 2019, is hoping 
to lead Tottenham to their first major trophy since the 
2008 League Cup. He has already won the competi-
tion four times, landing his first silverware in English 
football in 2005 with Chelsea, where he won it twice 
more before a further success at Manchester United 
in 2017. Mourinho is the third manager to reach a 
League Cup final with three different clubs, following 
Ron Atkinson and Ron Saunders. 

“This is a game that takes us to a final. Of course we 
are very, very happy with this,” Mourinho said. “We 
didn’t play brilliantly, sometimes wrong decisions, 
sometimes one more touch, not with that soft control 
that allows you to play fast but the game is always 
under control against a team that will probably be in the 
Premier League next year.” The Tottenham boss had 

labeled Brentford’s visit to north London as the biggest 
game of his reign, so it was no surprise he picked Son 
and Harry Kane in a team featuring five changes from 
Saturday’s Premier League win over Leeds. 

 
Crucial moment 

Brentford, fourth in the Championship, had 
already beaten four Premier League clubs in 
Southampton, Newcastle, Fulham and West 
Bromwich Albion to reach their first domestic cup 
semi-final. But Tottenham needed just 12 minutes to 
take the lead as Sergio Reguilon’s pin-point cross 
from the left evaded Brentford defender Ethan 
Pinnock and found Sissoko, who finished his burst 
into the six-yard box with a powerful header into the 
top corner. 

It was the French midfielder’s first goal since 
December 2019, ending a barren run that had 
stretched to 36 matches. Tottenham pressed hard for a 

second goal and Son’s long-range drive forced a good 
save from David Raya, who had to stretch to tip away 
Lucas Moura’s deflected header just before half-time. 
Son flashed a volley just wide from Sissoko’s cross, but 
Tottenham escaped in the 63rd minute when Ivan 
Toney’s equaliser was disallowed by VAR. 

When Pinnock’s header was clawed away by 
Hugo Lloris, Toney stabbed in the rebound from 
close-range, only for the Brentford striker’s celebra-
tions to be curtailed when his knee was seen to be in 
an offside position. That tight decision proved the 
crucial moment as Son struck in the 70th minute. 
Kane fed Tanguy Ndombele and the midfielder’s 
defense-splitting pass teed up Son, who fired high 
into the roof of the net for his 16th goal of the season. 
Brentford’s Josh Dasilva was sent off in the 84th 
minute for a studs-up foul on Pierre-Emile Hojbjerg 
that left the furious Tottenham midfielder with blood 
running down his shin.—  AFP  

LOS ANGELES: LeBron James and Anthony Davis 
picked up the pace when the Los Angeles Lakers need-
ed them most, coming up big in the waning minutes of a 
94-92 NBA victory over the Grizzlies in Memphis on 
Tuesday. James and Davis scored 26 points apiece as 
the reigning NBA champions escaped with a victory 
that kept them unbeaten in four road games this season 
and improved their record to 6-2 overall. James, who 
added 11 rebounds and seven assists, scored 21 of his 
points in the second half to make sure Los Angeles 
came out on the right side of the ledger on a night 
when both teams struggled shooting. 

The Lakers trailed 79-77 with 5:18 remaining. Davis 
drained a three-pointer to put Los Angeles ahead, and 
he and James took over. A steal by Davis led to a James 
jumper, and a block by Davis kept the momentum 
rolling as they combined for 15 straight Lakers points. 
Each had a turnover in the closing span, but Kyle 
Kuzma’s layup, off a feed from James, pushed a three-
point lead to five with 3.5 seconds left and Devin 
Brooks’ three-pointer for the Grizzlies wasn’t enough. 
“We were able to close the game out, get some timely 

stops and some timely buckets,” James said. 
 

Irving leads Nets     
In Brooklyn, Kyrie Irving carried the load for the 

Nets in the absences of Kevin Durant, scoring 29 
points on 12-of-19 shooting in a 130-96 romp over the 
Utah Jazz. Irving made his first nine shots as the Nets 
raced to a 21-point lead at the end of the first quarter. 
His performance, which also included six rebounds, five 
assists and three steals, was just what the Nets needed 
with Spencer Dinwiddie sidelined by a knee ligament 
injury and Durant ruled out this week by coronavirus 
safety protocols after contact with someone who test-
ed positive. Nets head coach Steve Nash shook up his 
starting line-up, and center Jarrett Allen, making his 
first start of the season, outplayed Jazz big man Rudy 
Gobert as he amassed 19 points, 18 rebounds, three 
steals and two blocked shots. 

Caris LeVert, who added 24 points off the bench for 
the Nets, said Irving’s performance was no surprise to 
his teammates. “We kind of expect that from him,” he 
said. “That was a great start. He took the shots the 
defense gave him, and he was very efficient out there, 
great at leading as well, talking to us on the defensive 
end, talking us through plays, talking to us with the 
new group he was out there with ... it looked very 
seamless out there. I think Ky should get a lot of credit 
for that.” 

Mills paces Spurs   
The San Antonio Spurs snapped a four-game losing 

streak with a 116-113 victory over the Clippers in Los 
Angeles. Australian Patty Mills drained a career-high 
eight three-pointers as he led the Spurs with 27 points 
off the bench. Dejounte Murray scored 21 points, Rudy 
Gay had 16 and LaMarcus Aldridge chipped in 14 for 

the Spurs, who tied a franchise record with 20 three-
pointers. But it was a closer-run thing than the Spurs 
might have liked. Up by 15 points with 5:15 left to play, 
the Spurs saw their lead cut to two points with 13 sec-
onds left. — AFP 

James, Davis lift  
Lakers to victory;  
Nets silence Jazz

MEMPHIS: Brandon Clarke #15 of the Memphis Grizzlies shoots the ball during the game against the Los Angeles 
Lakers on January 5, 2021. — AFP 
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